
Destination:: NORDEUROPA

Rute: Danmark, Tyskland,

Island, Grønland,

Storbritannien

Skib: MSC POESIA

Ombordstigningshavn:København, Danmark

Afrejsedato: 10. jul. 2021

Varighed: 21 Nætter

COP01D - CITY TOUR ending at the airport
BYTUR

COP01T - CITY TOUR
BYTUR

København, Danmark

lørdag den 10. juli 2021

Leave the port for a pleasant few hours touring through the Danish capital, taking in the key places of interest on

the way. After a photo stop at the Little Mermaid, Copenhagen's most iconic landmark, you will then board a

modern coach for a drive past Gefion Fountain en route to the splendid Amalienborg Palace, the Danish Royal

Family's winter residence, where another brief stop is scheduled. Continue your guided drive passing the

colourful district of Nyhavn on your way to Tivoli Gardens, Copenhagen's famous amusement park, where you

will be given free time to enjoy at leisure. Your tour concludes with a coach drive to the port.Please note: If you

do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP01T; if you disembark,

have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP01D. The tour ends at the airport only for

disembarking guests; in this case, the tour duration also includes the time to reach the airport. Wheelchair users

must be accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the coach; wheelchairs must be

collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. Wheelchair users wishing to take part in this

are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk promptly once they are on board so that arrangements can

be made.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 540,00 kr.

Barn:: 390,00 kr.

Leave the port for a pleasant few hours touring through the Danish capital, taking in the key places of interest on

the way. After a photo stop at the Little Mermaid, Copenhagen's most iconic landmark, you will then board a

modern coach for a drive past Gefion Fountain en route to the splendid Amalienborg Palace, the Danish Royal

Family's winter residence, where another brief stop is scheduled. Continue your guided drive passing the

colourful district of Nyhavn on your way to Tivoli Gardens, Copenhagen's famous amusement park, where you

will be given free time to enjoy at leisure. Your tour concludes with a coach drive to the port.Please note: If you

do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP01T; if you disembark,

have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP01D. The tour ends at the airport only for

disembarking guests; in this case, the tour duration also includes the time to reach the airport. Wheelchair users

must be accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the coach; wheelchairs must be

collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. Wheelchair users wishing to take part in this

are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk promptly once they are on board so that arrangements can

be made.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 465,00 kr.

Barn:: 338,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



COP02D - DRAGØR VILLAGE & COPENHAGEN

SIGHTSEEING

 

NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

COP02T - DRAGØR VILLAGE & COPENHAGEN

SIGHTSEEING

 

NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

COP03D - CHRISTIANSBORG PALACE &

COPENHAGEN SIGHTSEEING TOUR
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

Discover Copenhagen and the neighbouring town of Dragør on this enjoyable sightseeing tour, which begins with

the main attractions of lovely Copenhagen, the Danish capital, with a first stop at the Little Mermaid,

Copenhagens most iconic landmark. Other places of interest include the stock exchange building and the vibrant

canal-side Nyhavn district. After leaving the city, a coach will then take you on an approx. 30-minute drive to

Dragør, giving you a chance to get a look at the bridge that connects Denmark with Sweden. Known for its many

preserved historical buildings, the old part of Dragør town forms a labyrinth of picturesque alleyways, cobbled

streets and traditional brightly painted Danish houses. A drink and a delicious Danish pastry round off your trip

to this charming old seafaring town. Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to

take part, please select code COP02T; if you disembark, have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please

select COP02D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to

reach the airport. As the tour involves long periods of walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with

walking difficulties or using a wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 518,00 kr.

Barn:: 368,00 kr.

Discover Copenhagen and the neighbouring town of Dragør on this enjoyable sightseeing tour, which begins with

the main attractions of lovely Copenhagen, the Danish capital, with a first stop at the Little Mermaid,

Copenhagens most iconic landmark. Other places of interest include the stock exchange building and the vibrant

canal-side Nyhavn district. After leaving the city, a coach will then take you on an approx. 30-minute drive to

Dragør, giving you a chance to get a look at the bridge that connects Denmark with Sweden. Known for its many

preserved historical buildings, the old part of Dragør town forms a labyrinth of picturesque alleyways, cobbled

streets and traditional brightly painted Danish houses. A drink and a delicious Danish pastry round off your trip

to this charming old seafaring town. Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to

take part, please select code COP02T; if you disembark, have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please

select COP02D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to

reach the airport. As the tour involves long periods of walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with

walking difficulties or using a wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 465,00 kr.

Barn:: 315,00 kr.

Discover the beauty of Copenhagen on this enjoyable excursion that combines sightseeing with a visit to one of

the citys most important locations: Christiansborg Palace on the islet of Slotsholmen in the city centre. The

complex was rebuilt three times over the years and also claims a unique status in the world as the only building

to house all three supreme powers of a country at once: the parliament, the prime ministers office and the

supreme court. Some parts of the palace continue to be used by the Danish royal family as well. The sightseeing

leg of the tour, which will take you to see the Little Mermaid, Amalienborg Palace, the Church of Holmen,

Rosenborg Castle, the Old Stock Exchange and Tivoli Park, follows a guided tour of the palaces richly adorned

royal reception rooms and halls. Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take

part, please select code COP03T; if you disembark, have flights after 15:00 hrs and wish to take part, please

select COP03D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to

reach the airport. As the tour involves long periods of walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with

walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. Only cameras without a flash allowed inside Christiansborg Palace. The

visit to Christiansborg Palace will be external and may be omitted in case the Royal Family visits to the Palace.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 540,00 kr.

Barn:: 390,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



COP03T - CHRISTIANSBORG PALACE & COPENHAGEN

SIGHTSEEING TOUR
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

COP04T - ONE DAY IN COPENHAGEN
BYTUR

COP13D - ROSENBORG CASTLE, CITY DRIVE &

SHOPPING
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

Discover the beauty of Copenhagen on this enjoyable excursion that combines sightseeing with a visit to one of

the citys most important locations: Christiansborg Palace on the islet of Slotsholmen in the city centre. The

complex was rebuilt three times over the years and also claims a unique status in the world as the only building

to house all three supreme powers of a country at once: the parliament, the prime ministers office and the

supreme court. Some parts of the palace continue to be used by the Danish royal family as well. The sightseeing

leg of the tour, which will take you to see the Little Mermaid, Amalienborg Palace, the Church of Holmen,

Rosenborg Castle, the Old Stock Exchange and Tivoli Park, follows a guided tour of the palaces richly adorned

royal reception rooms and halls. Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take

part, please select code COP03T; if you disembark, have flights after 15:00 hrs and wish to take part, please

select COP03D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to

reach the airport. As the tour involves long periods of walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with

walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. Only cameras without a flash allowed inside Christiansborg Palace. The

visit to Christiansborg Palace will be external and may be omitted in case the Royal Family visits to the Palace.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 488,00 kr.

Barn:: 338,00 kr.

Leave the port for a comprehensive tour of the Danish capital that will take you past the main points of interest.

Enjoy a photo stop at the Little Mermaid before proceeding with a second stop at Amalienborg Palace, the winter

residence of the Danish Royal Family. The tour continues with a visit to Christiansborg Palace for a chance to

view the lavish royal reception rooms and halls. The palace complex was actually rebuilt three times in the

course of its history. Next up is Copenhagen's Tivoli, the famous amusement park and pleasure gardens in the

middle of the city. There will be time for you to enjoy the entertaining park, have a spot of lunch (not included in

the price of the tour) or go shopping. Before returning to the ship, the tour will include a scenic boat trip around

Copenhagen's canal system, giving you a chance to discover the cityscape from a wholly new perspective.Please

note: this excursion is only guests who do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and is not suitable for guests

with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. Only cameras without a flash allowed inside Christiansborg

Palace. The visit to Christiansborg Palace will be external and may be omitted in case the Royal Family visits to

the Palace.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 765,00 kr.

Barn:: 563,00 kr.

Rosenborg Castle is set in tranquil green parkland and was designed and built in the XVII century by King

Christian IV who used the Castle as his summer palace. Your visit will include the beautiful display rooms that

highlight treasures such as the Royal Crown Jewels and "objets d'art". Our excursion will continue with a city

drive around the major sights such as the King's New Square, The Royal Theater and Nyhavn. En route, you will

pass in front of Amalienborg Palace, the queen's winter residence and where you will have a short break. Your

next stop is Stroget, a long pedestrian shopping street and Copenhagen's most famous and dynamic main street.

Your guide will tell you about pick up and departure points back to the port and then you are free to shop and

explore at your leisure.Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please

select code COP13T; if you disembark, have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP13D.

The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to reach the airport.

This tour is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 540,00 kr.

Barn:: 375,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



COP13T - ROSENBORG CASTLE, CITY DRIVE &

SHOPPING
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

COP15D - CITY HARBOUR CRUISE
NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

COP15T - CITY HARBOUR CRUISE
NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

Rosenborg Castle is set in tranquil green parkland and was designed and built in the XVII century by King

Christian IV who used the Castle as his summer palace. Your visit will include the beautiful display rooms that

highlight treasures such as the Royal Crown Jewels and "objets d'art". Our excursion will continue with a city

drive around the major sights such as the King's New Square, The Royal Theater and Nyhavn. En route, you will

pass in front of Amalienborg Palace, the queen's winter residence and where you will have a short break. Your

next stop is Stroget, a long pedestrian shopping street and Copenhagen's most famous and dynamic main street.

Your guide will tell you about pick up and departure points back to the port and then you are free to shop and

explore at your leisure.Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please

select code COP13T; if you disembark, have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP13D.

The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to reach the airport.

This tour is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 465,00 kr.

Barn:: 315,00 kr.

We will leave the pier for a short sightseeing tour through the city's key sights. We will admire the vibrant

waterfront district of Nyhavn, once a favourite haunt for sailors and today a charming area lined with 400-year-

old gabled houses, pavement café and bars. Next, admire other major iconic spots including the Little Mermaid,

Amalienborg Palace, the Opera House and the picturesque canal district of Christianshavn, also known as Little

Amsterdam due to its canals adorned with colourful houses.Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in

Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP15T; if you disembark, have flights after 15:00 hrs and

wish to take part, please select COP15D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration

also includes the time to reach the airport. This tour is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a

wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 518,00 kr.

Barn:: 368,00 kr.

We will leave the pier for a short sightseeing tour through the city's key sights. We will admire the vibrant

waterfront district of Nyhavn, once a favourite haunt for sailors and today a charming area lined with 400-year-

old gabled houses, pavement café and bars. Next, admire other major iconic spots including the Little Mermaid,

Amalienborg Palace, the Opera House and the picturesque canal district of Christianshavn, also known as Little

Amsterdam due to its canals adorned with colourful houses.Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in

Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP15T; if you disembark, have flights after 15:00 hrs and

wish to take part, please select COP15D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration

also includes the time to reach the airport. This tour is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a

wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 488,00 kr.

Barn:: 338,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



COP20D - A GLIMPSE OF COPENHAGEN & THE

FREETOWN OF CHRISTIANIA

 

BYTUR

COP20T - A GLIMPSE OF COPENHAGEN & THE

FREETOWN OF CHRISTIANIA

 

BYTUR

This enjoyable half-day sightseeing tour introduces you to the Danish capital before proceeding to the fascinating

freetown" of Christiania. The route starts with a photo stop at the famous statue of Hans Christian Andersens

Little Mermaid. Next up is the Gefion Fountain, which represents the mythical creation of the island of Zealand,

on which Copenhagen is located. After a photo stop at Amalienborg Palace, the Danish Royal Familys winter

residence, the tour continues to the freetown of Christiania, a self-proclaimed autonomous anarchist district of

about 1,000 residents within Copenhagen. Christiania has been a source of controversy since its creation in 1971

in a squatted military area. Here you will have around 1 hour to explore on your own. Your guide will join you on

the inside visit and will be waiting for you at the agreed meeting-point, but local regulations prevent him from

actually guiding you! The tour ends with your return to the port. Please note: As the tour involves long periods of

walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. If you do

not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP20T; if you disembark, have

flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP20D. The tour ends at the airport only for

disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to reach the airport. It is forbidden to take pictures of

people, sellers and shops.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 488,00 kr.

Barn:: 338,00 kr.

This enjoyable half-day sightseeing tour introduces you to the Danish capital before proceeding to the fascinating

freetown" of Christiania. The route starts with a photo stop at the famous statue of Hans Christian Andersens

Little Mermaid. Next up is the Gefion Fountain, which represents the mythical creation of the island of Zealand,

on which Copenhagen is located. After a photo stop at Amalienborg Palace, the Danish Royal Familys winter

residence, the tour continues to the freetown of Christiania, a self-proclaimed autonomous anarchist district of

about 1,000 residents within Copenhagen. Christiania has been a source of controversy since its creation in 1971

in a squatted military area. Here you will have around 1 hour to explore on your own. Your guide will join you on

the inside visit and will be waiting for you at the agreed meeting-point, but local regulations prevent him from

actually guiding you! The tour ends with your return to the port. Please note: As the tour involves long periods of

walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. If you do

not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP20T; if you disembark, have

flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP20D. The tour ends at the airport only for

disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to reach the airport. It is forbidden to take pictures of

people, sellers and shops.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 443,00 kr.

Barn:: 293,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



COP22T - PROTECTOURS: SUSTAINABLE

COPENHAGEN VISIT TO ØSTERGRO ROOFTOP FARM

& WALK

NOGET SÆRLIGT

COP01D - CITY TOUR ending at the airport
BYTUR

COP02D - DRAGØR VILLAGE & COPENHAGEN

SIGHTSEEING

 

NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

This eco-adventure begins with a visit to an urban rooftop gym in the newly developed Nordhavn area, before

moving to Saint Kjled's Square for an introduction to Copenhagen's Climate-Resilient Neighbourhood, a beacon

for how Denmark creates the climate-change-adapted urban spaces of the future. Next up is a guided visit to

ØsterGRO, the first rooftop farm in Denmark, established in 2014 on top of an old car-auction house in the heart

of the Climate-Resilient Neighbourhood. The farm covers 600 m² with fields of organic vegetables, herbs and

edible flowers, a greenhouse, a henhouse and 3 beehives, selling its produce to 40 members who each pay for a

share of the harvest. Your tour continues to The Wave an urban hangout at the former industrial harbour, where

you can enjoy a guided walk along the capital's waterfront, all the way to the sustainable Royal Playhouse with its

new drainage system. Finally, enjoy some free time around the Nyhavn area before your transfer back to the

pier.Please note: this tour is available for guests who do not embark or disembark in Copenhagen. It is unsuitable

for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 668,00 kr.

Barn:: 593,00 kr.

Leave the port for a pleasant few hours touring through the Danish capital, taking in the key places of interest on

the way. After a photo stop at the Little Mermaid, Copenhagen's most iconic landmark, you will then board a

modern coach for a drive past Gefion Fountain en route to the splendid Amalienborg Palace, the Danish Royal

Family's winter residence, where another brief stop is scheduled. Continue your guided drive passing the

colourful district of Nyhavn on your way to Tivoli Gardens, Copenhagen's famous amusement park, where you

will be given free time to enjoy at leisure. Your tour concludes with a coach drive to the port.Please note: If you

do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP01T; if you disembark,

have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP01D. The tour ends at the airport only for

disembarking guests; in this case, the tour duration also includes the time to reach the airport. Wheelchair users

must be accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the coach; wheelchairs must be

collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. Wheelchair users wishing to take part in this

are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk promptly once they are on board so that arrangements can

be made.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 540,00 kr.

Barn:: 390,00 kr.

Discover Copenhagen and the neighbouring town of Dragør on this enjoyable sightseeing tour, which begins with

the main attractions of lovely Copenhagen, the Danish capital, with a first stop at the Little Mermaid,

Copenhagens most iconic landmark. Other places of interest include the stock exchange building and the vibrant

canal-side Nyhavn district. After leaving the city, a coach will then take you on an approx. 30-minute drive to

Dragør, giving you a chance to get a look at the bridge that connects Denmark with Sweden. Known for its many

preserved historical buildings, the old part of Dragør town forms a labyrinth of picturesque alleyways, cobbled

streets and traditional brightly painted Danish houses. A drink and a delicious Danish pastry round off your trip

to this charming old seafaring town. Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to

take part, please select code COP02T; if you disembark, have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please

select COP02D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to

reach the airport. As the tour involves long periods of walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with

walking difficulties or using a wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 518,00 kr.

Barn:: 368,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



COP03D - CHRISTIANSBORG PALACE &

COPENHAGEN SIGHTSEEING TOUR
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

COP13D - ROSENBORG CASTLE, CITY DRIVE &

SHOPPING
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

COP15D - CITY HARBOUR CRUISE
NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

Discover the beauty of Copenhagen on this enjoyable excursion that combines sightseeing with a visit to one of

the citys most important locations: Christiansborg Palace on the islet of Slotsholmen in the city centre. The

complex was rebuilt three times over the years and also claims a unique status in the world as the only building

to house all three supreme powers of a country at once: the parliament, the prime ministers office and the

supreme court. Some parts of the palace continue to be used by the Danish royal family as well. The sightseeing

leg of the tour, which will take you to see the Little Mermaid, Amalienborg Palace, the Church of Holmen,

Rosenborg Castle, the Old Stock Exchange and Tivoli Park, follows a guided tour of the palaces richly adorned

royal reception rooms and halls. Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take

part, please select code COP03T; if you disembark, have flights after 15:00 hrs and wish to take part, please

select COP03D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to

reach the airport. As the tour involves long periods of walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with

walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. Only cameras without a flash allowed inside Christiansborg Palace. The

visit to Christiansborg Palace will be external and may be omitted in case the Royal Family visits to the Palace.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 540,00 kr.

Barn:: 390,00 kr.

Rosenborg Castle is set in tranquil green parkland and was designed and built in the XVII century by King

Christian IV who used the Castle as his summer palace. Your visit will include the beautiful display rooms that

highlight treasures such as the Royal Crown Jewels and "objets d'art". Our excursion will continue with a city

drive around the major sights such as the King's New Square, The Royal Theater and Nyhavn. En route, you will

pass in front of Amalienborg Palace, the queen's winter residence and where you will have a short break. Your

next stop is Stroget, a long pedestrian shopping street and Copenhagen's most famous and dynamic main street.

Your guide will tell you about pick up and departure points back to the port and then you are free to shop and

explore at your leisure.Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please

select code COP13T; if you disembark, have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP13D.

The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to reach the airport.

This tour is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 540,00 kr.

Barn:: 375,00 kr.

We will leave the pier for a short sightseeing tour through the city's key sights. We will admire the vibrant

waterfront district of Nyhavn, once a favourite haunt for sailors and today a charming area lined with 400-year-

old gabled houses, pavement café and bars. Next, admire other major iconic spots including the Little Mermaid,

Amalienborg Palace, the Opera House and the picturesque canal district of Christianshavn, also known as Little

Amsterdam due to its canals adorned with colourful houses.Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in

Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP15T; if you disembark, have flights after 15:00 hrs and

wish to take part, please select COP15D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration

also includes the time to reach the airport. This tour is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a

wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 518,00 kr.

Barn:: 368,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



COP20D - A GLIMPSE OF COPENHAGEN & THE

FREETOWN OF CHRISTIANIA

 

BYTUR

AKU01 - THE WATERFALL OF THE GODS & LAUFAS

MUSEUM
NATURLIGE

UNDERVÆRKER

This enjoyable half-day sightseeing tour introduces you to the Danish capital before proceeding to the fascinating

freetown" of Christiania. The route starts with a photo stop at the famous statue of Hans Christian Andersens

Little Mermaid. Next up is the Gefion Fountain, which represents the mythical creation of the island of Zealand,

on which Copenhagen is located. After a photo stop at Amalienborg Palace, the Danish Royal Familys winter

residence, the tour continues to the freetown of Christiania, a self-proclaimed autonomous anarchist district of

about 1,000 residents within Copenhagen. Christiania has been a source of controversy since its creation in 1971

in a squatted military area. Here you will have around 1 hour to explore on your own. Your guide will join you on

the inside visit and will be waiting for you at the agreed meeting-point, but local regulations prevent him from

actually guiding you! The tour ends with your return to the port. Please note: As the tour involves long periods of

walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. If you do

not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP20T; if you disembark, have

flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP20D. The tour ends at the airport only for

disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to reach the airport. It is forbidden to take pictures of

people, sellers and shops.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 488,00 kr.

Barn:: 338,00 kr.

Akureyri, Island

onsdag den 14. juli 2021

Leave the pier for a short transfer to Godafoss, "the Waterfalls of the Gods", which at 12 metres high is one of the

most spectacular falls in Iceland. The origins of this legendary spot date back to 1.000 AD when a senior

chieftain, Thorgeir, upon converting to the Christian faith, was compelled to hurl his Pagan god carvings into the

waterfall. This is an ideal spot to take photos of the falls and the surrounding scenery. Next stop is the Laufas

Folk Museum, originally as manor farm and vicarage and which dates back to 1866. The museum contains period

domestic and agricultural tools. Return to Akureyri for a short visit to the Botanical Gardens that contain display

of high-latitude and high-altitude plants from around the world.Please note: limited number of guides in

languages other than English. Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable, the tour will be in English

only. This tour is not suitable for guests using a wheelchair. This tour may have multiple departures throughout

the stay in port of the ship. Please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about departure timing.

Due to local rules in Iceland every guest must be properly sitting on the excursion coach. This includes also

children aged from 0 up to three years old. If you travel with children in this age, please contact the Shore

Excursions' Desk in order to have a baby chair on the excursion coach and for any additional information. Please

be aware that the cost of the baby chair will be debited to you.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 690,00 kr.

Barn:: 540,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



AKU02 - GODAFOSS WATERFALL & AKUREYRI

SIGHTSEEING
NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

AKU03 - BEAUTY & LANDSCAPES OF THE NORTH

 

NATURLIGE

UNDERVÆRKER

The "capital of northern Iceland", Akureyri is a beautiful town surrounded by majestic mountains and a unique

blend of urban, rural and marine life. With a focus on seeing the best natural attractions in the area, we will

combine travelling around the lovely landscapes with a trip to the spectacular Godafoss waterfall, a visit to the

botanic gardens and a tour of lively Akureyri with its 18.000 inhabitants. We will admire the majestic "Waterfall

of the Gods" which is an impressive 12-metre-high cascade and an ideal place to take photos. Driving through the

historic district of Akureyri, the Danish influence is clearly visible here, a legacy of the country's former rule by

the Danish Crown. We will cross into the newer area of Akureyri and stop at the Botanical Gardens that hold

examples of Iceland's native flora as well as high latitude and high-altitude plants from around the world.Please

note: limited number of guides in languages other than English. Should a tour guide for your language be

unavailable, the tour will be in English only. This tour is not suitable for guests using a wheelchair. Early in the

season, plants and flowers will not be in full bloom. This tour may have multiple departures throughout the stay

in port of the ship. Please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about departure timing. Due to

local rules in Iceland every guest must be properly sitting on the excursion coach. This includes also children

aged from 0 up to three years old. If you travel with children in this age, please contact the Shore Excursions'

Desk in order to have a baby chair on the excursion coach and for any additional information. Please be aware

that the cost of the baby chair will be debited to you.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 668,00 kr.

Barn:: 518,00 kr.

Legends, lava landscapes and lakes come and experience Iceland's unique scenery of surreal volcanic fields and

magical cascading waterfalls. Leave the pier and drive to Godafoss, the "Waterfall of the Gods" to admire the

impressive falls and learn about the history of this site. The origins of this spectacular spot date back to 1.000 AD

when a senior chieftain, Thorgeir, upon converting to the Christian faith, was compelled to hurl his Pagan god

carvings into the waterfall. More natural treasures are in store are Lake Myvatn, one of Iceland's most

geologically interesting lakes, due to its particularly shallow waters and rich nutrients that attract diverse flora

and fauna. We will admire the craters at Skutustadir and the magnificent surrounding lava landscape with its

strange formations, columns and arches. Another highlight of the tour will be the geothermal field, full of mud-

pots, steam vents, sulphur deposits, boiling springs and fumaroles. Enjoy a short sightseeing tour of Akureyri

before returning to the port. Lunch included.Please note: limited number of guides in languages other than

English. Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable, the tour will be in English only. Water included in

the lunch; additional drinks to be paid on the spot. Due to local rules in Iceland every guest must be properly

sitting on the excursion coach. This includes also children aged from 0 up to three years old. If you travel with

children in this age, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk in order to have a baby chair on the excursion

coach and for any additional information. Please be aware that the cost of the baby chair will be debited to you.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.163,00 kr.

Barn:: 840,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



AKU04 - MYVATN NATURE BATHS

 

NATURLIGE

UNDERVÆRKER

AKU05 - AKUREYRI & SANTA'S HOUSE
NOGET SÆRLIGT

Located in the heart of northeast Iceland about 105 kilometres south of the Arctic Circle, Lake Myvatn and its

surroundings are among Europe's greatest natural treasures. You will admire the scenery around this

exceptionally shallow lake which was formed by millennia of repeated volcanic eruptions which lend the area its

surreal quality characterised by lava landscapes, crater formations and sulphur-streaked mountains. At the

Myvatn Nature Baths, opened in 2004, you can literally immerse yourself in the scenery as you take a relaxing

dip in the clouds of steam that rise from a fissure deep in the earth's surface. The warm waters will soothe both

your spirit and your skin, in what will be truly unique and reviving experience. On our return to Akureyri we will

stop for photos at the spectacular Godafoss cascade, the "Waterfall of the Gods".Please note: guides available in

English only. For reasons of hygiene and in line with local customs, it is compulsory to take a shower without

swimwear before entering the lagoon. Separate dressing rooms and showers for men and women. Wheelchair

users must be accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the coach; wheelchairs must be

collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. Wheelchair users wishing to take part in this

are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk promptly once they are on board so that arrangements can

be made. There are ramps at the Nature Baths that lead down to the bathing area but no lifts available. Due to

local rules in Iceland every guest must be properly sitting on the excursion coach. This includes also children

aged from 0 up to three years old. If you travel with children in this age, please contact the Shore Excursions'

Desk in order to have a baby chair on the excursion coach and for any additional information. Please be aware

that the cost of the baby chair will be debited to you.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.065,00 kr.

Barn:: 765,00 kr.

The theme of childhood runs through this tour, so whether you want to relive your past or introduce younger

passengers to some traditional folklore, this excursion to the home of a children's author and to Santa's House

offers a lovely trip down memory lane! Akureyri is the cultural and commercial centre of northern Iceland; this

small city boasts a flourishing art scene and a fascinating past. Iceland's influence under the Danish Crown is

clearly present here, displayed in the architecture and in some of the town's more unusual cultural artefacts. Our

first stop will be the Botanic Gardens with examples of indigenous Icelandic plants as well as high latitude and

high-altitude flora from around the world. We will then proceed to Nonni's Museum, the childhood home of the

renowned Icelandic writer and Jesuit priest Jon "Nonni" Sveinsson. A children's author, Sveinsson left Iceland

aged just 12 and went on to give 5000 lectures around the world and pen 12 books about a character called

"Nonni", translated into 40 languages. Our trip continues the child-friendly theme with a stop at Santa's House, a

Christmas store selling festive items, open year-round. We will end the tour with a short visit to Akureyri Church,

the symbol of the town. Return to the port by bus or a walk through the town centre.Please note: guides available

in English only. Due to local rules in Iceland every guest must be properly sitting on the excursion coach. This

includes also children aged from 0 up to three years old. If you travel with children in this age, please contact the

Shore Excursions' Desk in order to have a baby chair on the excursion coach and for any additional information.

Please be aware that the cost of the baby chair will be debited to you.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 615,00 kr.

Barn:: 465,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



AKU07 - WHALE WATCHING FROM HÚSAVÍK

 

NATURLIGE

UNDERVÆRKER

AKU10 - WHALE WATCHING EXPERIENCE
NATURLIGE

UNDERVÆRKER

Adventurous, entertaining, exceptional and educational are all adjectives that aptly describe this unforgettable

tour, which combines land-based sightseeing with a seaborne opportunity to spot marine mammals in their

natural habitat. After leaving the port of Akureyri and crossing lush, sweeping valleys dotted with picturesque

farms, you will reach the place known as the "whale-watching capital of Europe", the coastal town of Húsavík.

Apart from minke, killer and humpback whales, you may also sight a large number of other marine mammals and

seabirds when they come into the bay to feed. Examples include white-beaked dolphins, who will playfully swim

alongside the boats, and puffins. The sea leg of the tour is followed by a delicious lunch served in a local

restaurant and a visit to the award-winning whale museum, the Húsavík Whale Centre. The informative exhibits

will tell you all you ever wanted to know about the lives these majestic ocean creatures lead in the frosty

Icelandic waters. To round off your tour, a stop at the incredibly beautiful "cascade of the gods", the Goðafoss

Waterfalls sporting a generous 30-metre breadth and a dizzying 12-metre drop will give you time to take some

memorable photos before you return to the port and your ship.Please note: wildlife sightings are likely, but not

guaranteed. Limited number of guides in languages other than English. Should a tour guide for your language be

unavailable, the tour will be in English only. This tour is not suitable for guests using a wheelchair; the whale

watching boats are traditional oak boats and not ideal for wheelchairs users. Due to local rules in Iceland every

guest must be properly sitting on the excursion coach. This includes also children aged from 0 up to three years

old. If you travel with children in this age, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk in order to have a baby

chair on the excursion coach and for any additional information. Please be aware that the cost of the baby chair

will be debited to you.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.838,00 kr.

Barn:: 1.613,00 kr.

Iceland has earned itself a rightful name as a prime European location for whale watching and the port of

Akureyri is one of the countrys very best spots for sighting marine mammals who come to feed in its year-round

ice-free bay. In addition to an abundance of seabirds such as puffins, bay visitors include minke, fin and blue

whales as well as playful harbour porpoises and white-beaked dolphins who like to surf alongside boats and other

watercraft. But the certain star of this bay-watch show are humpback whales, easily identified by their black and

white flippers, lumpy snouts and huge fountain-like blows. Humpbacks are particularly known for their aquatic

acrobatics, so watch out for common behaviours such as breaching, fluking, tail and fin slapping, bubble blowing

and spyhopping during your exploration of Eyjafjörður, the fjord adjoining Akureyri bay. You'll return to shore

with a new appreciation of these majestic marine dwellers, complete with unforgettable memories to savour on

board the ship.Please note: guides available in English only. This tour is not suitable for guests using a

wheelchair. Wildlife sightings are likely, but not guaranteed. This tour may have multiple departures throughout

the stay in port of the ship. Please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about departure timing. All

seats on the boat are inside.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.065,00 kr.

Barn:: 765,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



AKU12 - BEAUTY & LANDSCAPES OF THE NORTH

 

NATURLIGE

UNDERVÆRKER

IFJ01 - BOAT TRIP TO VIGUR ISLAND

 

NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

Legends, lava landscapes and lakes come and experience Iceland's unique scenery of surreal volcanic fields and

magical cascading waterfalls. Leave the pier and drive to Godafoss, the "Waterfall of the Gods" to admire the

impressive falls and learn about the history of this site. The origins of this spectacular spot date back to 1.000 AD

when a senior chieftain, Thorgeir, upon converting to the Christian faith, was compelled to hurl his Pagan god

carvings into the waterfall. More natural treasures are in store are Lake Myvatn, one of Iceland's most

geologically interesting lakes, due to its particularly shallow waters and rich nutrients that attract diverse flora

and fauna. We will admire the craters at Skutustadir and the magnificent surrounding lava landscape with its

strange formations, columns and arches. Another highlight of the tour will be the geothermal field, full of mud-

pots, steam vents, sulphur deposits, boiling springs and fumaroles. Back in Akureyri, enjoy a stop for

refreshments before returning to the port.Please note: limited number of guides in languages other than English.

Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable, the tour will be in English only. Due to local rules in

Iceland every guest must be properly sitting on the excursion coach. This includes also children aged from 0 up

to three years old. If you travel with children in this age, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk in order to

have a baby chair on the excursion coach and for any additional information. Please be aware that the cost of the

baby chair will be debited to you.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.065,00 kr.

Barn:: 765,00 kr.

Isafjordur, Island

torsdag den 15. juli 2021

The lovely island of Vigur is a green oasis nestling in the blue waters of the Isafjardardjup fjord. In spring, the

island is a nesting place for countless birds and in the summer months puffins, arctic terns, black guillemots and

eider ducks can be seen in large numbers. A 30-minute boat transfer will take us to Vigur where we will take a

leisurely walk around the island to discover its natural beauty and unspoilt environment. The duck's nests are

carefully protected by collecting Eiderdown is still permitted during spring. Traditional farming methods are still

practiced on the island and visitors can see Iceland's only windmill, built in 1840 and used to grind wheat

imported from Denmark. The timeless feel is enhanced by the collection of historic houses that date back to the

last centuries: Viktoria House was erected in 1862 and a young priest in 1884, an ancestor of the family living in

Vigur today, erected the second house. Before returning to Isafjordur, we will see one of the smallest post offices

in Europe and enjoy coffee and Icelandic cake. Please note: limited number of guides in languages other than

English. Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable, the tour will be in English only. No guide during

the boat trip; she will wait on the island. This tour is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties and using a

wheelchair. The sighting of the birds is not guaranteed; please expect fewer birds during late summer. Not all

seats are inside and some seats are also outside; this tour will run in all weather conditions so you are advised to

take suitable rainwear. The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the

Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.065,00 kr.

Barn:: 743,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



IFJ02 - LIFE & CULTURE IN ISAFJORDUR

 

NOGET SÆRLIGT

IFJ03 - GLACIER FJORDS & HESTEYRI BY BOAT

 

NATURLIGE

UNDERVÆRKER

The town of Isafjordur is the biggest settlement in the west fjords of Iceland and a key centre for trade and

culture. The oldest part of the town, Nedstikaupstadur, features houses from the XVIII century that pay

testament to Isafjordur's former importance as one of the main trading centres in Iceland. Starting at the pier,

drive into the centre of the town along a narrow coastal road passing the small town of Bolungarvik; here we will

visit the church and "Osvor", an old fisherman's hut, restored in 1988. The village of Bolungarvik lies on a

picturesque bay surrounded by steep mountains. The scenic drive to Isafjordur offers fantastic views of the

mountains that surround the fjord. Our trip also takes us through the historic district of Isafjordur, to the

Maritime Museum, located in one of the oldest houses of Iceland. Enjoy a typical Icelandic snack complete with

schnapps and dried fish. Please note: limited number of guides in languages other than English. Should a tour

guide for your language be unavailable, the tour will be in English only. Even though all sites visited are

wheelchair-friendly, there are some steps to reach Ovor Hut and might be uncomfortable for guests using a

wheelchair. If they want to take part, they must be accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off

the coach; wheelchairs must be collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. Wheelchair

users wishing to take part in this are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk promptly once they are on

board so that arrangements can be made. The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board,

please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise departure time. Due to local rules in

Iceland every guest must be properly sitting on the excursion coach. This includes also children aged from 0 up

to three years old. If you travel with children in this age, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk in order to

have a baby chair on the excursion coach and for any additional information. Please be aware that the cost of the

baby chair will be debited to you.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 788,00 kr.

Barn:: 615,00 kr.

Leave the pier and board a boat to one of the most beautiful and remote areas of Iceland, the beaches of

Hornstrandir. An hour-long cruise takes us to Hesteyri, the westernmost bay of the Glacier Fjords. With very

limited lowland, this isolated spit of land is framed by steep cliffs and is set against a backdrop of two beautiful

mountains. Until 1950s, Hesteyri only had a small and scattered community centered around a whaling station

and a herring processing factory. By joining this tour, you will gain insight into the difficult lives of those living in

this remote place and learn how these communities were obliged to leave when herring fisheries closed. Now a

beautiful nature reserve, this is one of the wildest spots in Iceland and we can enjoy the area in all its glory

during a walking tour before stopping for a light snack of Icelandic pancake, rye bread with smoked lamb and

coffee. Please note: limited number of guides in languages other than English. Should a tour guide for your

language be unavailable, the tour will be in English only. This tour is not recommended for guests having walking

difficulties or using a wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.140,00 kr.

Barn:: 915,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



IFJ04 - HIKING TO THE TROLL'S THRONE
AKTIV & EVENTYR

IFJ05 - CALM FJORD KAYAKING

 

AKTIV & EVENTYR

Wild and rugged, uncompromising and mesmerizingly beautiful, geologically and volcanically active, a place of

thermal springs, mountains, valleys, rivers and waterfalls: the incredible island of Iceland is all of these things. In

addition, as everybody surely knows the island's craggy mountainsides provide a comfortable home for the

world's remaining trolls, those formidable creatures of Norse mythology. According to a legend told by the locals

of Ísafjörður, a huge troll once lived in the area and one day, he decided to go for a walk in the fjord. However,

soon getting tired from all the exercise, the troll spotted a nice tall mountain high above the town that looked like

the perfect spot to have a rest. However, when the thickset troll sat down, his incredible weight squashed part of

the mountainside, leaving a large indentation that remains visible to this day: the so-called Troll's Throne, or

Naustahvilft to give the place its proper name. Situated only a few hundred metres up the mountain from the

port, the Troll's Throne is a popular hiking destination for tourists and locals alike. Your walking experience up to

the bowl-like "throne", which was actually formed by a glacier, will take you over ideal hiking terrain: a good

mixture of grass, soil and sheep-trodden paths. Once at the top, you will be rewarded with wonderful views over

the port and the picturesque fjord. Your return hike back down the mountain to your ship marks the end of this

troll-themed tour. Please note: only English guides available. This tour is suitable only for guests with a high

fitness level. Due to the substantial walking and hiking the tour entails, it is classified a grade 4 hike as it's a total

1 km hike, ascending 225 metres and rather steep with uneven, rough ground. The tour may have multiple

departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the

precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 863,00 kr.

Barn:: 668,00 kr.

The calm and secluded fjord setting of the Ísafjörður Djup, the last word of which literally means deep, offers a

pristine environment for a few hours of sea-kayaking. Coupled with the rhythmic splashing of the paddles, the

serene backdrop provided by Icelands verdant fjord landscape makes this almost meditative kayaking tour a

perfect stress-busting experience. Stupendous views await you from a unique angle as you explore the great

outdoors. Sports enthusiasts and bird watchers alike will delight in observing the local bird life at such close

quarters and enjoy this opportunity to feel truly at one with the natural environment. Your leisurely kayaking tour

ends with your return to the pier and your ship. Please note: this tour is not suitable for guests having walking

difficulties or using a wheelchair. DNKlish guides only. Sighting of birds not guaranteed. This tour is feasible for

children aged 13 years on. Guests aged 13 16 shall be accompanied by a paying adult.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.065,00 kr.

Barn:: 1.065,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



IFJ07 - THE MANY FLAVOURS OF SUÐUREYRI

   

BYTUR

IFJ08 - ARCTIC FOX CENTRE & AVALANCHES

   

KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

This palate-pleasing tour will transport you not quite to somewhere close to foodie heaven at the delightful eco-

village of Suðureyri a hamlet with only several hundred inhabitants where you will get to explore its many

flavours. After the coach drops you off in Suðureyri, you will go on a guided walk around the tiny village, with

plenty of stops to sample and savour the tasty local produce. But the village is not all about food, since it is also

home to a savvy businessman who discovered an innovative use for fish waste and was crowned an honorary

African chief for his efforts as well as the only place in the region to have sufficient geothermally heated water to

provide every home with winter warmth and even fill the local outdoor! swimming pool. The ride back to the port

and your ship then brings the tour to a close. Please note: limited number of guides in languages other than

English. Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable, the tour will be in English only. This tour is not

suitable for guests having walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. The tour may have multiple departures

during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise

departure time. Due to local rules in Iceland every guest must be properly sitting on the excursion coach. This

includes also children aged from 0 up to three years old. If you travel with children in this age, please contact the

Shore Excursions' Desk in order to have a baby chair on the excursion coach and for any additional information.

Please be aware that the cost of the baby chair will be debited to you.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 788,00 kr.

Barn:: 615,00 kr.

This entertaining tour begins with a scenic coastal coach ride to reach the tiny, yet notable village of Súðavík,

once a hub of the whaling industry, the site of several catastrophic avalanches in the mid-1990s and home to the

marvellous Arctic Fox Centre, which you'll visit. The Norwegian-built 19th-century part of Súðavík was largely

destroyed by the natural disaster and the so-called "new town" was rebuilt in a safer spot at the foot of Mount

Kofri. After visiting the timber village church, which was originally constructed in Hesteyri in 1899 and later

relocated to Súðavík, you'll move on to the Langeyri peninsula where two whaling stations once stood. While the

buildings have long gone, there are a few whale bones that were recently salvaged from the bottom of the fjord.

The route then takes you via the pretty inner fjord to reach the Arctic Fox Centre. Find out about Iceland's only

native terrestrial mammal at the research centre and museum, then enjoy a break at the cosy coffee shop,

following which you'll return to your ship. Please note: limited number of guides in languages other than English.

Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable, the tour will be in English only. This tour is not suitable for

guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair as it includes walking on uneven, muddy ground. Guests

are requested to wear appropriate attire for religious visits. Due to local rules in Iceland every guest must be

properly sitting on the excursion coach. This includes also children aged from 0 up to three years old. If you

travel with children in this age, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk in order to have a baby chair on the

excursion coach and for any additional information. Please be aware that the cost of the baby chair will be

debited to you.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 915,00 kr.

Barn:: 713,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



IFJ10 - ÍSAFJÖRÐUR FJORDS & FLOWERS

   

NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

IFJ11 - THINGEYRI: OLD TRADITIONS AND VIKING

CULTURE

    

KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

Take a break from the ship, board a coach and savour some of Iceland's dramatic, craggy landscape en route to

your first destination, the Skrúður Botanical Garden. Founded in 1909 by the reverend of a nearby parish, the

garden's aim was to prove that, despite its northern location, Iceland could support numerous plants and

vegetables that others thought would fail to survive, never mind thrive. After enjoying a look around the garden,

you will move on by coach again to Flateyri, a village founded in the mid-19th-century around the shark fishing

industry. You will be dropped off at a small church, typical of many in Iceland's smaller towns, to listen to

Icelandic music. A stroll down Flateyri's high street then includes visits to the town's old bookstore and a

historical merchant's home, where an exhibition of the town's history awaits you. Next up is a chance to see how

Icelandic handicrafts are made at a local workshop and enjoy a coffee or tea break along with homemade

Icelandic cake. Last up is your return journey to the ship. Please note: limited number of guides in languages

other than English. Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable, the tour will be in English only. This

tour is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair as it includes walking on uneven,

muddy ground. Early in the season, plants and flowers will not be in full bloom. Guests are requested to wear

appropriate attire for religious visits. Due to local rules in Iceland every guest must be properly sitting on the

excursion coach. This includes also children aged from 0 up to three years old. If you travel with children in this

age, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk in order to have a baby chair on the excursion coach and for any

additional information. Please be aware that the cost of the baby chair will be debited to you. The tour may have

multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information

about the precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 840,00 kr.

Barn:: 638,00 kr.

This appealing half-day excursion first presents views of the beautiful Dýrafjörður en route to one of Westfjord's

oldest settlements, the small town of Thingeyri (or Þingeyri). You will then head for the town smithy to watch the

blacksmith at work, take a look at the historical tools on display and find out about the workshop's history. Next

up is the town's special "Viking" area, where modern-day "Vikings" will do battle, dance and sing folk songs for

your infotainment. Also included is a local speciality of sliced smoked lamb served on Icelandic flatbread, a much-

prized national delicacy. The final highlight then follows at the riding arena at Sandar, where a meet and greet

with Icelandic horses awaits you. These hardy creatures, the only breed of horse in Iceland, are known for their

two additional unique gaits, both of which will be demonstrated. Then you can get up close and personal with

these gentle equines, take photos and then return to the coach for the return journey to your ship. Please note:

limited number of guides in languages other than English. Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable,

the tour will be in English only. This tour is not suitable for guests using a wheelchair as it includes walking on

uneven, muddy ground. The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the

Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise departure time. Due to local rules in Iceland every

guest must be properly sitting on the excursion coach. This includes also children aged from 0 up to three years

old. If you travel with children in this age, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk in order to have a baby

chair on the excursion coach and for any additional information. Please be aware that the cost of the baby chair

will be debited to you.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.193,00 kr.

Barn:: 863,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



IFJ12 - DYNJANDI WATERFALL, HRAFNSEYRI &

SKRÚÐUR

 

NATURLIGE

UNDERVÆRKER

IFJ13 - DYNJANDI WATERFALL & LOCAL VILLAGE

 

NATURLIGE

UNDERVÆRKER

The first highlight on this super-scenic tour begins to unfold as soon as you leave the port on the coach: Iceland's

stunning landscape itself. The journey will take you overland across sharply ridged, mountainous terrain,

revealing gorgeous views of small villages and farms that occupy narrow strips of habitable or arable land. You

will be heading for the picturesque Arnarfjörður and the nearby Dynjandi Waterfall, the tour's second and main

highlight. You will have a chance to walk around this special spot, take photos and admire the series of cascades

that thunder down around 100 m (330 ft.) of mountainside from a distance. Leaving the waterfall, the tour then

continues with a visit to Skrúður botanical garden, a landmark in Iceland's horticultural history that pays homage

to the pioneering spirit of its founders. Next, you will enjoy delicious coffee and cakes at the reconstructed

traditional turf house in Hrafnseyri, visit the museum of Jón Sigurðsson, the father of Iceland's movement

towards independence, and the picturesque church, situated in breath-taking sub-arctic environment. Strategic

nature stops along the way will provide excellent opportunities for avid photographers. The tour ends with the

return to the port. Please note: limited number of guides in languages other than English. Should a tour guide for

your language be unavailable, the tour will be in English only. This tour is not suitable for guests with walking

difficulties or using a wheelchair as it includes walking on uneven, muddy ground. Guests are requested to wear

appropriate attire for religious visits. Due to local rules in Iceland every guest must be properly sitting on the

excursion coach. This includes also children aged from 0 up to three years old. If you travel with children in this

age, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk in order to have a baby chair on the excursion coach and for any

additional information. Please be aware that the cost of the baby chair will be debited to you.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.838,00 kr.

Barn:: 1.343,00 kr.

We invite you to on a tour combining a visit to Dynjandi, a picturesque waterfall that is one of the main

attractions of the West Fjords, and the sustainable village of Suðureyri. After leaving the port of Ísafjörður, enjoy

a 2-hour coach drive following a scenic route to reach Dynjandi Waterfall. You will have a chance to walk around

this special spot, take photos and admire the series of cascades that thunder down around 100 m (330 ft.) of

mountainside from a distance. Next, board the coach again and reach the remote village of Suðureyri which is

known for its sustainable food producers and scenic location. During the stop in Suðureyri, you will walk the

popular seafood trail and get acquainted with local life at the edge of the Arctic Circle. Youll see how the thriving

community processes Iceland's finest fish. You will also taste the product and learn about how the fish can be on

your dinner plate just 36 hours after leaving the ice-cold ocean waters off the coast. The coach drive to the port

will conclude your excursion. Please note: limited number of guides in languages other than English. Should a

tour guide for your language be unavailable, the tour will be in English only. This tour is not suitable for guests

with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair as it includes walking on uneven, muddy ground. Due to local rules

in Iceland every guest must be properly sitting on the excursion coach. This includes also children aged from 0

up to three years old. If you travel with children in this age, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk in order

to have a baby chair on the excursion coach and for any additional information. Please be aware that the cost of

the baby chair will be debited to you.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.965,00 kr.

Barn:: 1.463,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



IFJ14 - SET YOUR INNER VIKING FREE!

 

KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

IFJ16 - TRAVEL BACK IN TIME TO A TURF FARM

 

KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

Learn about Viking ways and how these resourceful people lived off the land, on this excursion that takes you on

a journey into the past where you can actually become a Viking, at least for a moment! A 45-minute drive will

bring you to the village of Thingeyri, sometimes nicknamed the Viking Village. In this restored area, you'll hear

the true history of the Scandinavian Vikings, and learn which aspects of their colourful reputation are only

rumours. From there, take a short hike to the old ruins of a Viking parliament, before heading into the interactive

Viking center, Skalinn. Here you can have some fun dressing up in authentic hand sewn Viking clothing, drinking

Icelandic Viking beer, baking Viking bread and listening to Viking stories. Please note: There is a limited number

of guides who speak languages other than English. If no tour guide for your language is available, the tour will be

provided in English only. The tour is not available to guests who use a wheelchair; guests of limited mobility are

requested to evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability before taking part. Due to local rules in Iceland

every guest must be properly sitting on the excursion coach. This includes also children aged from 0 up to three

years old. If you travel with children in this age, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk in order to have a

baby chair on the excursion coach and for any additional information. Please be aware that the cost of the baby

chair will be debited to you.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.688,00 kr.

Barn:: 1.463,00 kr.

Embark on a journey into the amazing scenery of Ísafjarðardjúp, in the rural heart of Iceland's Westfjords region,

and into its past. Enjoy the fantastic 360° view of the largest fjord of the Westfjords you might even catch a

glimpse of friendly seals lounging in their natural habitat. Continue on to a small, historic turf farm called Litli

bær, where you will get a genuine insight into the harsh environment in which Icelandic people lived in the early

1900's. Here, you'll also have the opportunity to churn fresh cream into butter, and taste it on traditional

Icelandic flatbread, and try some other traditional Icelandic refreshments. On the way back to Ísafjörður, enjoy

another chance to admire the stunning scenery the fjords have to offer. Please note: There is a limited number of

guides who speak languages other than English. If no tour guide for your language is available, the tour will be

provided in English only. Unfortunately seal sightings cannot be guaranteed. Wheelchair users must be

accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the coach; wheelchairs must be

collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. Wheelchair users wishing to take part in this

are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk promptly once they are on board so that arrangements can

be made. Due to local rules in Iceland every guest must be properly sitting on the excursion coach. This includes

also children aged from 0 up to three years old. If you travel with children in this age, please contact the Shore

Excursions' Desk in order to have a baby chair on the excursion coach and for any additional information. Please

be aware that the cost of the baby chair will be debited to you.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.538,00 kr.

Barn:: 1.238,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



IFJ17 - SCENIC TOUR TO DYNJANDI WATERFALL

 

NATURLIGE

UNDERVÆRKER

IFJ18 - EXHILARATING RIB WHALE WATCHING

EXPERIENCE
AKTIV & EVENTYR

IFJ19 - WHALES & WILDLIFE BOAT TOUR
NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

Optimise your time in the Westfjords by taking this express tour to Dynjandi waterfall, the jewel of the region.

Leaving the pier, a 1.5-hour scenic drive will take you to this magnificent waterfall, which is located in the

beautiful fjord Arnarfjörður. At 100 metres tall, it cascades down a mountainside, spreading out like a bridal veil.

The tour also gives you a great taste of the glacier-carved region in the oldest part of Iceland. The stunning

scenery features everything from narrow passes across sharp mountain ridges to deep, beautiful fjords where the

farms and villages cuddle together on a narrow strip of land. On arrival at the waterfall, you will have about an

hour to explore. Take your time to walk around, take pictures and enjoy the stunning views of both the majestic

waterfall and the surrounding landscape. On your way back to Ísafjörður, you'll stop at the village of Þingeyri

where you can explore the viking area, before completing the drive back to the ship. Please note: There is a

limited number of guides who speak languages other than English. If no tour guide for your language is available,

the tour will be provided in English only. The tour is not available to guests who use a wheelchair; guests of

limited mobility are requested to evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability before taking part. Due to

local rules in Iceland every guest must be properly sitting on the excursion coach. This includes also children

aged from 0 up to three years old. If you travel with children in this age, please contact the Shore Excursions'

Desk in order to have a baby chair on the excursion coach and for any additional information. Please be aware

that the cost of the baby chair will be debited to you.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.688,00 kr.

Barn:: 1.193,00 kr.

Join this adventurous whale watching safari on a Rigid Inflatable Boat (RIB) on Ísafjarðardjúp. Enjoy your tour

through one of Iceland's largest fjords, known for its breathtaking views and unique landscapes. You will pass

snow-flecked mountain ranges such as Snæfjallaströnd (meaning the "snow-mountain coast") and picturesque

fjords, as well as the beautiful island of Vigur, a paradise for birds. Chances are high that you will encounter

whales swimming across your sailing route at some point. Keep an eye out for tell-tale signs in the water, such as

their flukes and spouts (when they breathe). You may also spot a variety of other wildlife including puffins and

seals. Please note: Wildlife sightings are likely, but not guaranteed. This tour is not suitable for guests with neck

or back problems or for pregnant women. We recommend dressing in warm layers and sturdy shoes. The captain

of the boat will provide some information in English only. This tour is weather dependent. The RIB safari boats

are rubber boats with powerful motors that bounce and bob on the water. Guests must therefore be prepared for

a raucous ride and before setting out they must suit up in flotation suits with life vests.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.838,00 kr.

Barn:: 1.463,00 kr.

Enjoy the breathtaking views from the sea over the unique landscapes of Iceland's Westfjords while looking out

for local wildlife in its beautiful natural environment. This whale watching tour sails from Ísafjörður town in a

comfortable boat where there are enough indoor seats for everyone, with the option of going outside when you

like to take in the view. The route takes you into one of Iceland's largest fjords, Ísafjarðardjúp, a stunning region

with beautiful inner fjords and picturesque mountain ranges. Sail along the beautiful Snæfjallaströnd ("snow-

mountain coast") while looking out for whales in the water. You may also encounter seals and dolphins. The area,

and especially the beautiful island Vigur, is also known for its rich bird life. Keep your eyes on the water as

chances are high that you will spot puffins too. Please note: Wildlife sightings are likely, but not guaranteed. We

recommend dressing in warm layers and sturdy shoes. The captain of the boat will provide some information in

English only. This tour is unsuitable for guests who use a wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.463,00 kr.

Barn:: 1.238,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



JAV01 - ILULISSAT TOWN WALK & MUSEUM VISIT
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

JAV02 - EASY HIKE TO THE SERMERMIUT ICEBERGS
AKTIV & EVENTYR

Ilulissat, Greenland

onsdag den 21. juli 2021

Ilulissat sits some 400 km north of the Arctic Circle, is home to a unique hinterland and presents a pretty

townscape that you can enjoy exploring on this guided walk, which also includes a visit to Knud Rasmussen's

Museum. As you make your way from the pier and into town, your guide will point out places of interest, relate

the town's history, tell you about life this far north and showcase Ilulissat's present-day developments. To round

off your outing, you'll also have time to visit Knud Rasmussen's Museum, which hosts a collection of Inuit-related

artefacts and is dedicated to the Danish explorer, who was the first European to cross the Northwest Passage by

dog sled. Once your guided tour of the town has ended, you can still remain in Ilulissat to do some shopping or

return straight to the ship. Please note: the visit to Knud Rasmusseun's Museum is unguided. The tour is

available on the first and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on day 1, please select code JAV01; if

you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV08. This tour includes moderate walking but is not available for

guests usings a wheelchair. Guests with limited mobility are requested to evaluate their personal level of stamina

and ability before taking part. Guests should wear good walking shoes and dress according to weather

conditions. No toilet facilities available. If guests decide to stay in town, they can walk back to the port (1.5 km).

Limited number of guides in languages other than English. Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable,

the tour will be in English only. Guests are recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply an insect repellent.

The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk

for information about the precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 488,00 kr.

Barn:: 263,00 kr.

This appealing outing will not only take you out into the great outdoors, but also serve up Greenland's fabulous

landscape live and direct during an easy-going guided hike. Once you've met your guide, you'll first stroll along

the path for about 1 km to reach the mouth of Kangia Fjord. From there, you'll have to put in a little legwork up

stairs to reach a viewpoint for splendid views of the fjord and a chance to savour the unique sound of the Arctic:

silence. Your guide will also share interesting facts about Inuit history while showing you ruins left by Inuit

settlers in the past. Your guide will then take you back via the old heliport and then on to your ship. Please note:

the tour is available on the first and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on day 1, please select

code JAV02; if you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV09. The 2-km hike is mostly easy going along the

boardwalk, with rocky terrain and steps only towards the end. The tour is not available to guests who use a

wheelchair; guests of limited mobility are requested to evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability before

taking part. Guests should bring walking sticks, good walking shoes and dress according to weather conditions.

No toilet facilities available. Even if the hike is guided, guides will not follow the guests all the time. They will be

placed at 3 stops: at the beginning of the path for an introduction about the area, midway on the boardwalk for

an introduction about Inuit culture and the ruins, and finally after the stairs for an introduction about the fiord

and the witch cliff. Guides available only in English. Guests are recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply

an insect repellent. The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the

Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 518,00 kr.

Barn:: 293,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



JAV03 - EXTENDED HIKE TO THE ICEBERGS OF

SERMERMIUT
AKTIV & EVENTYR

JAV04 - KANGIA ICEFJORD CRUISE
NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

JAV05 - KANGIA ICEFJORD CRUISE AT NIGHT
NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

Greenland's exceptional Arctic naturescape is the star of this half-day outing, which takes you out into the fresh

air for an energetic hike around Kangia Fjord. A shuttle bus will first take you to the old heliport, which is also

the point at which the road ends and your guided hike begins. As you hike around Kangia Fjord, soak up the

otherworldly scenery and views of icebergs rising up to 100 m out of the frigid water. With your guide relating

tales of Inuit culture and myths, you'll then cross a small pass to reach the Witches Canyon for elevated views of

the icefjord. The return route will take you past some half-concealed ruins on your way to the ship. Please note:

the tour is available on the first and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on day 1, please select

code JAV03; if you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV10. The 4.5-km hike is strenuous and mostly over

difficult terrain which may result muddy and slippery if it has rained; it can be classified a grade 4 hike.

Participants must be physically fit to take part. Guests should bring walking sticks, good trekking shoes and

dress according to weather conditions. No toilet facilities available. Guides available only in English. Guests are

recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply an insect repellent. The tour may have multiple departures

during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise

departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 893,00 kr.

Barn:: 668,00 kr.

Savour amazing views of Greenland's super-cooled landscape from a waterside perspective on a 1.5-hour boat

cruise to the mouth of Kangia Icefjord. After boarding your boat shipside, you'll head through a sea of icebergs

that are temporarily trapped by a moraine. Eventually, these huge chunks of ice break up due to pressure

building up from behind or tidal water coming in, but while they last are a truly exceptional sight. The cruise also

includes a moment during which the skipper will cut the engines at a suitable spot so you can enjoy the unique

sound of the Arctic: silence. The return cruise then wraps the outing up. Please note: the tour takes place on

boats of different capacities and is available on the first and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on

day 1, please select code JAV04; if you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV11. The captain of the boat

will provide basic information in English only. This tour is not available for guests using a wheelchair. Guests

should wear warm jacket for standing outside the boat and dress according to weather conditions. Guests are

recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply an insect repellent. The tour may have multiple departures

during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise

departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.418,00 kr.

Barn:: 1.343,00 kr.

Take yourself off the ship for a couple of hours and allow yourself to be enchanted by the Arctic night on a

leisurely 1.5-hour boat cruise to the mouth of Ilulissat's very own Kangia Icefjord. You'll board your boat shipside,

then glide through the water amid huge icebergs whose passage is interrupted by a large moraine. It takes

pressure building up from behind or tidal water to break icebergs up and send smaller chunks on their way. At a

suitable spot, your captain will cut the engines so you can enjoy the perfect silence that reigns in the Arctic, a

priceless experience. The return cruise then brings this romantic night-time outing to a close. Please note: the

tour takes place on boats of different capacities and is available only on the first day of the call. The captain of

the boat will provide basic information in English only. This tour is not available for guests using a wheelchair.

Guests should wear warm jacket for standing outside the boat and dress according to weather conditions. Guests

are recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply an insect repellent.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.463,00 kr.

Barn:: 1.388,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



JAV06 - HELICOPTER FLIGHT OVER THE ICEFJORDS
NOGET SÆRLIGT

JAV07 - KANGIA FJORD BY AIRCRAFT
NOGET SÆRLIGT

Views don't come any more spectacular than when served up from the air and this 1.5-hour outing combines a

helicopter flight over Ilulissat's icefjords plus a chance to explore on terra firma. After a short transfer to the

airport, you'll spend the first 15 minutes flying over Ilulissat's tundra landscape. You'll be able to enjoy views of

the icefjords and resident icebergs en route to a spot where the pilot can land. Spend the next half an hour

exploring on the ground, even taking a few tentative steps on the inland ice sheet. The return flight will deliver

more amazing vistas of the landscape below and ends with a turn at the end of the icefjord since it is sometimes

possible to spot pods of whales. Please note: the tour is available on the first and the second day of the call. If you

wish to take part on day 1, please select code JAV06; if you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV12. Each

helicopter has a max. capacity of 8 guests per flight. Please note that the total weight of all passengers on the

helicopter cannot exceed 1020 kg. Guests must declare their weight on board when booking or reconfirming

their participation in the tour. The tour may be cancelled if inclement weather prevails on the day of the call. The

total duration of the flight including time on the ground is 1.5 hours. The tour may have multiple departures

during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise

departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 5.640,00 kr.

Barn:: 5.640,00 kr.

Joining this 1-hour outing will see you leave the ship and take to the skies on an aircraft to savour spectacular

aerial views of Kangia Icefjord. A brief transfer by minibus will take you to the airport, where you'll first be given

a safety briefing and issued with an active noise-reduction headset for the low-altitude flight ahead. The route

will then take you from Ilulissat over Kangia Fjord towards the moraine that is responsible for blocking the

passage of icebergs until they break up into smaller pieces. From the comfort of your window seat, you'll find

yourself savouring stupendous views of the icefjord and its huge icebergs, topped by sheets of sky-blue water

breathtaking! Keep your camera at hand throughout the flight to capture amazing vistas to share with the folks

at home. Your return to the ship finally brings the outing to a close.Please note: the tour is available on the first

and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on day 1, please select code JAV07; if you wish to take part

on day 2, please select JAV14. Total flying time amounts to approx. 30-35 minutes. The pilot will provide basic

information in English. The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the

Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise departure time. Each aircraft can accommodate max. 5

guests. Please note that the total weight of all passengers on the helicopter cannot exceed 400 kg. The tour may

be cancelled if inclement weather prevails on the day of the call.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 3.840,00 kr.

Barn:: 3.840,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



JAV08 - ILULISSAT TOWN WALK & MUSEUM VISIT
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

JAV09 - EASY HIKE TO THE SERMERMIUT ICEBERGS
AKTIV & EVENTYR

Ilulissat sits some 400 km north of the Arctic Circle, is home to a unique hinterland and presents a pretty

townscape that you can enjoy exploring on this guided walk, which also includes a visit to Knud Rasmussen's

Museum. As you make your way from the pier and into town, your guide will point out places of interest, relate

the town's history, tell you about life this far north and showcase Ilulissat's present-day developments. To round

off your outing, you'll also have time to visit Knud Rasmussen's Museum, which hosts a collection of Inuit-related

artefacts and is dedicated to the Danish explorer, who was the first European to cross the Northwest Passage by

dog sled. Once your guided tour of the town has ended, you can still remain in Ilulissat to do some shopping or

return straight to the ship. Please note: the visit to Knud Rasmusseun's Museum is unguided. The tour is

available on the first and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on day 1, please select code JAV01; if

you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV08. This tour includes moderate walking but is not available for

guests usings a wheelchair. Guests with limited mobility are requested to evaluate their personal level of stamina

and ability before taking part. Guests should wear good walking shoes and dress according to weather

conditions. No toilet facilities available. If guests decide to stay in town, they can walk back to the port (1.5 km).

Limited number of guides in languages other than English. Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable,

the tour will be in English only. Guests are recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply an insect repellent.

The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk

for information about the precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 488,00 kr.

Barn:: 263,00 kr.

This appealing outing will not only take you out into the great outdoors, but also serve up Greenland's fabulous

landscape live and direct during an easy-going guided hike. Once you've met your guide, you'll first stroll along

the path for about 1 km to reach the mouth of Kangia Fjord. From there, you'll have to put in a little legwork up

stairs to reach a viewpoint for splendid views of the fjord and a chance to savour the unique sound of the Arctic:

silence. Your guide will also share interesting facts about Inuit history while showing you ruins left by Inuit

settlers in the past. Your guide will then take you back via the old heliport and then on to your ship. Please note:

the tour is available on the first and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on day 1, please select

code JAV02; if you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV09. The 2-km hike is mostly easy going along the

boardwalk, with rocky terrain and steps only towards the end. The tour is not available to guests who use a

wheelchair; guests of limited mobility are requested to evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability before

taking part. Guests should bring walking sticks, good walking shoes and dress according to weather conditions.

No toilet facilities available. Even if the hike is guided, guides will not follow the guests all the time. They will be

placed at 3 stops: at the beginning of the path for an introduction about the area, midway on the boardwalk for

an introduction about Inuit culture and the ruins, and finally after the stairs for an introduction about the fiord

and the witch cliff. Guides available only in English. Guests are recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply

an insect repellent. The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the

Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 518,00 kr.

Barn:: 293,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



JAV10 - EXTENDED HIKE TO THE ICEBERGS OF

SERMERMIUT
AKTIV & EVENTYR

JAV11 - KANGIA ICEFJORD CRUISE
NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

Greenland's exceptional Arctic naturescape is the star of this half-day outing, which takes you out into the fresh

air for an energetic hike around Kangia Fjord. A shuttle bus will first take you to the old heliport, which is also

the point at which the road ends and your guided hike begins. As you hike around Kangia Fjord, soak up the

otherworldly scenery and views of icebergs rising up to 100 m out of the frigid water. With your guide relating

tales of Inuit culture and myths, you'll then cross a small pass to reach the Witches Canyon for elevated views of

the icefjord. The return route will take you past some half-concealed ruins on your way to the ship. Please note:

the tour is available on the first and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on day 1, please select

code JAV03; if you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV10. The 4.5-km hike is strenuous and mostly over

difficult terrain which may result muddy and slippery if it has rained; it can be classified a grade 4 hike.

Participants must be physically fit to take part. Guests should bring walking sticks, good trekking shoes and

dress according to weather conditions. No toilet facilities available. Guides available only in English. Guests are

recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply an insect repellent. The tour may have multiple departures

during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise

departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 893,00 kr.

Barn:: 668,00 kr.

Savour amazing views of Greenland's super-cooled landscape from a waterside perspective on a 1.5-hour boat

cruise to the mouth of Kangia Icefjord. After boarding your boat shipside, you'll head through a sea of icebergs

that are temporarily trapped by a moraine. Eventually, these huge chunks of ice break up due to pressure

building up from behind or tidal water coming in, but while they last are a truly exceptional sight. The cruise also

includes a moment during which the skipper will cut the engines at a suitable spot so you can enjoy the unique

sound of the Arctic: silence. The return cruise then wraps the outing up. Please note: the tour takes place on

boats of different capacities and is available on the first and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on

day 1, please select code JAV04; if you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV11. The captain of the boat

will provide basic information in English only. This tour is not available for guests using a wheelchair. Guests

should wear warm jacket for standing outside the boat and dress according to weather conditions. Guests are

recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply an insect repellent. The tour may have multiple departures

during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise

departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.418,00 kr.

Barn:: 1.343,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



JAV12 - HELICOPTER FLIGHT OVER THE ICEFJORDS
NOGET SÆRLIGT

JAV14 - KANGIA FJORD BY AIRCRAFT
NOGET SÆRLIGT

Views don't come any more spectacular than when served up from the air and this 1.5-hour outing combines a

helicopter flight over Ilulissat's icefjords plus a chance to explore on terra firma. After a short transfer to the

airport, you'll spend the first 15 minutes flying over Ilulissat's tundra landscape. You'll be able to enjoy views of

the icefjords and resident icebergs en route to a spot where the pilot can land. Spend the next half an hour

exploring on the ground, even taking a few tentative steps on the inland ice sheet. The return flight will deliver

more amazing vistas of the landscape below and ends with a turn at the end of the icefjord since it is sometimes

possible to spot pods of whales. Please note: the tour is available on the first and the second day of the call. If you

wish to take part on day 1, please select code JAV06; if you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV12. Each

helicopter has a max. capacity of 8 guests per flight. Please note that the total weight of all passengers on the

helicopter cannot exceed 1020 kg. Guests must declare their weight on board when booking or reconfirming

their participation in the tour. The tour may be cancelled if inclement weather prevails on the day of the call. The

total duration of the flight including time on the ground is 1.5 hours. The tour may have multiple departures

during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise

departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 5.640,00 kr.

Barn:: 5.640,00 kr.

Joining this 1-hour outing will see you leave the ship and take to the skies on an aircraft to savour spectacular

aerial views of Kangia Icefjord. A brief transfer by minibus will take you to the airport, where you'll first be given

a safety briefing and issued with an active noise-reduction headset for the low-altitude flight ahead. The route

will then take you from Ilulissat over Kangia Fjord towards the moraine that is responsible for blocking the

passage of icebergs until they break up into smaller pieces. From the comfort of your window seat, you'll find

yourself savouring stupendous views of the icefjord and its huge icebergs, topped by sheets of sky-blue water

breathtaking! Keep your camera at hand throughout the flight to capture amazing vistas to share with the folks

at home. Your return to the ship finally brings the outing to a close.Please note: the tour is available on the first

and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on day 1, please select code JAV07; if you wish to take part

on day 2, please select JAV14. Total flying time amounts to approx. 30-35 minutes. The pilot will provide basic

information in English. The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the

Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise departure time. Each aircraft can accommodate max. 5

guests. Please note that the total weight of all passengers on the helicopter cannot exceed 400 kg. The tour may

be cancelled if inclement weather prevails on the day of the call.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 3.840,00 kr.

Barn:: 3.840,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



JAV01 - ILULISSAT TOWN WALK & MUSEUM VISIT
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

JAV02 - EASY HIKE TO THE SERMERMIUT ICEBERGS
AKTIV & EVENTYR

Ilulissat, Greenland

torsdag den 22. juli 2021

Ilulissat sits some 400 km north of the Arctic Circle, is home to a unique hinterland and presents a pretty

townscape that you can enjoy exploring on this guided walk, which also includes a visit to Knud Rasmussen's

Museum. As you make your way from the pier and into town, your guide will point out places of interest, relate

the town's history, tell you about life this far north and showcase Ilulissat's present-day developments. To round

off your outing, you'll also have time to visit Knud Rasmussen's Museum, which hosts a collection of Inuit-related

artefacts and is dedicated to the Danish explorer, who was the first European to cross the Northwest Passage by

dog sled. Once your guided tour of the town has ended, you can still remain in Ilulissat to do some shopping or

return straight to the ship. Please note: the visit to Knud Rasmusseun's Museum is unguided. The tour is

available on the first and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on day 1, please select code JAV01; if

you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV08. This tour includes moderate walking but is not available for

guests usings a wheelchair. Guests with limited mobility are requested to evaluate their personal level of stamina

and ability before taking part. Guests should wear good walking shoes and dress according to weather

conditions. No toilet facilities available. If guests decide to stay in town, they can walk back to the port (1.5 km).

Limited number of guides in languages other than English. Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable,

the tour will be in English only. Guests are recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply an insect repellent.

The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk

for information about the precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 488,00 kr.

Barn:: 263,00 kr.

This appealing outing will not only take you out into the great outdoors, but also serve up Greenland's fabulous

landscape live and direct during an easy-going guided hike. Once you've met your guide, you'll first stroll along

the path for about 1 km to reach the mouth of Kangia Fjord. From there, you'll have to put in a little legwork up

stairs to reach a viewpoint for splendid views of the fjord and a chance to savour the unique sound of the Arctic:

silence. Your guide will also share interesting facts about Inuit history while showing you ruins left by Inuit

settlers in the past. Your guide will then take you back via the old heliport and then on to your ship. Please note:

the tour is available on the first and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on day 1, please select

code JAV02; if you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV09. The 2-km hike is mostly easy going along the

boardwalk, with rocky terrain and steps only towards the end. The tour is not available to guests who use a

wheelchair; guests of limited mobility are requested to evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability before

taking part. Guests should bring walking sticks, good walking shoes and dress according to weather conditions.

No toilet facilities available. Even if the hike is guided, guides will not follow the guests all the time. They will be

placed at 3 stops: at the beginning of the path for an introduction about the area, midway on the boardwalk for

an introduction about Inuit culture and the ruins, and finally after the stairs for an introduction about the fiord

and the witch cliff. Guides available only in English. Guests are recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply

an insect repellent. The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the

Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 518,00 kr.

Barn:: 293,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



JAV03 - EXTENDED HIKE TO THE ICEBERGS OF

SERMERMIUT
AKTIV & EVENTYR

JAV04 - KANGIA ICEFJORD CRUISE
NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

JAV05 - KANGIA ICEFJORD CRUISE AT NIGHT
NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

Greenland's exceptional Arctic naturescape is the star of this half-day outing, which takes you out into the fresh

air for an energetic hike around Kangia Fjord. A shuttle bus will first take you to the old heliport, which is also

the point at which the road ends and your guided hike begins. As you hike around Kangia Fjord, soak up the

otherworldly scenery and views of icebergs rising up to 100 m out of the frigid water. With your guide relating

tales of Inuit culture and myths, you'll then cross a small pass to reach the Witches Canyon for elevated views of

the icefjord. The return route will take you past some half-concealed ruins on your way to the ship. Please note:

the tour is available on the first and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on day 1, please select

code JAV03; if you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV10. The 4.5-km hike is strenuous and mostly over

difficult terrain which may result muddy and slippery if it has rained; it can be classified a grade 4 hike.

Participants must be physically fit to take part. Guests should bring walking sticks, good trekking shoes and

dress according to weather conditions. No toilet facilities available. Guides available only in English. Guests are

recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply an insect repellent. The tour may have multiple departures

during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise

departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 893,00 kr.

Barn:: 668,00 kr.

Savour amazing views of Greenland's super-cooled landscape from a waterside perspective on a 1.5-hour boat

cruise to the mouth of Kangia Icefjord. After boarding your boat shipside, you'll head through a sea of icebergs

that are temporarily trapped by a moraine. Eventually, these huge chunks of ice break up due to pressure

building up from behind or tidal water coming in, but while they last are a truly exceptional sight. The cruise also

includes a moment during which the skipper will cut the engines at a suitable spot so you can enjoy the unique

sound of the Arctic: silence. The return cruise then wraps the outing up. Please note: the tour takes place on

boats of different capacities and is available on the first and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on

day 1, please select code JAV04; if you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV11. The captain of the boat

will provide basic information in English only. This tour is not available for guests using a wheelchair. Guests

should wear warm jacket for standing outside the boat and dress according to weather conditions. Guests are

recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply an insect repellent. The tour may have multiple departures

during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise

departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.418,00 kr.

Barn:: 1.343,00 kr.

Take yourself off the ship for a couple of hours and allow yourself to be enchanted by the Arctic night on a

leisurely 1.5-hour boat cruise to the mouth of Ilulissat's very own Kangia Icefjord. You'll board your boat shipside,

then glide through the water amid huge icebergs whose passage is interrupted by a large moraine. It takes

pressure building up from behind or tidal water to break icebergs up and send smaller chunks on their way. At a

suitable spot, your captain will cut the engines so you can enjoy the perfect silence that reigns in the Arctic, a

priceless experience. The return cruise then brings this romantic night-time outing to a close. Please note: the

tour takes place on boats of different capacities and is available only on the first day of the call. The captain of

the boat will provide basic information in English only. This tour is not available for guests using a wheelchair.

Guests should wear warm jacket for standing outside the boat and dress according to weather conditions. Guests

are recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply an insect repellent.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.463,00 kr.

Barn:: 1.388,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



JAV06 - HELICOPTER FLIGHT OVER THE ICEFJORDS
NOGET SÆRLIGT

JAV07 - KANGIA FJORD BY AIRCRAFT
NOGET SÆRLIGT

Views don't come any more spectacular than when served up from the air and this 1.5-hour outing combines a

helicopter flight over Ilulissat's icefjords plus a chance to explore on terra firma. After a short transfer to the

airport, you'll spend the first 15 minutes flying over Ilulissat's tundra landscape. You'll be able to enjoy views of

the icefjords and resident icebergs en route to a spot where the pilot can land. Spend the next half an hour

exploring on the ground, even taking a few tentative steps on the inland ice sheet. The return flight will deliver

more amazing vistas of the landscape below and ends with a turn at the end of the icefjord since it is sometimes

possible to spot pods of whales. Please note: the tour is available on the first and the second day of the call. If you

wish to take part on day 1, please select code JAV06; if you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV12. Each

helicopter has a max. capacity of 8 guests per flight. Please note that the total weight of all passengers on the

helicopter cannot exceed 1020 kg. Guests must declare their weight on board when booking or reconfirming

their participation in the tour. The tour may be cancelled if inclement weather prevails on the day of the call. The

total duration of the flight including time on the ground is 1.5 hours. The tour may have multiple departures

during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise

departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 5.640,00 kr.

Barn:: 5.640,00 kr.

Joining this 1-hour outing will see you leave the ship and take to the skies on an aircraft to savour spectacular

aerial views of Kangia Icefjord. A brief transfer by minibus will take you to the airport, where you'll first be given

a safety briefing and issued with an active noise-reduction headset for the low-altitude flight ahead. The route

will then take you from Ilulissat over Kangia Fjord towards the moraine that is responsible for blocking the

passage of icebergs until they break up into smaller pieces. From the comfort of your window seat, you'll find

yourself savouring stupendous views of the icefjord and its huge icebergs, topped by sheets of sky-blue water

breathtaking! Keep your camera at hand throughout the flight to capture amazing vistas to share with the folks

at home. Your return to the ship finally brings the outing to a close.Please note: the tour is available on the first

and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on day 1, please select code JAV07; if you wish to take part

on day 2, please select JAV14. Total flying time amounts to approx. 30-35 minutes. The pilot will provide basic

information in English. The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the

Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise departure time. Each aircraft can accommodate max. 5

guests. Please note that the total weight of all passengers on the helicopter cannot exceed 400 kg. The tour may

be cancelled if inclement weather prevails on the day of the call.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 3.840,00 kr.

Barn:: 3.840,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



JAV08 - ILULISSAT TOWN WALK & MUSEUM VISIT
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

JAV09 - EASY HIKE TO THE SERMERMIUT ICEBERGS
AKTIV & EVENTYR

Ilulissat sits some 400 km north of the Arctic Circle, is home to a unique hinterland and presents a pretty

townscape that you can enjoy exploring on this guided walk, which also includes a visit to Knud Rasmussen's

Museum. As you make your way from the pier and into town, your guide will point out places of interest, relate

the town's history, tell you about life this far north and showcase Ilulissat's present-day developments. To round

off your outing, you'll also have time to visit Knud Rasmussen's Museum, which hosts a collection of Inuit-related

artefacts and is dedicated to the Danish explorer, who was the first European to cross the Northwest Passage by

dog sled. Once your guided tour of the town has ended, you can still remain in Ilulissat to do some shopping or

return straight to the ship. Please note: the visit to Knud Rasmusseun's Museum is unguided. The tour is

available on the first and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on day 1, please select code JAV01; if

you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV08. This tour includes moderate walking but is not available for

guests usings a wheelchair. Guests with limited mobility are requested to evaluate their personal level of stamina

and ability before taking part. Guests should wear good walking shoes and dress according to weather

conditions. No toilet facilities available. If guests decide to stay in town, they can walk back to the port (1.5 km).

Limited number of guides in languages other than English. Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable,

the tour will be in English only. Guests are recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply an insect repellent.

The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk

for information about the precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 488,00 kr.

Barn:: 263,00 kr.

This appealing outing will not only take you out into the great outdoors, but also serve up Greenland's fabulous

landscape live and direct during an easy-going guided hike. Once you've met your guide, you'll first stroll along

the path for about 1 km to reach the mouth of Kangia Fjord. From there, you'll have to put in a little legwork up

stairs to reach a viewpoint for splendid views of the fjord and a chance to savour the unique sound of the Arctic:

silence. Your guide will also share interesting facts about Inuit history while showing you ruins left by Inuit

settlers in the past. Your guide will then take you back via the old heliport and then on to your ship. Please note:

the tour is available on the first and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on day 1, please select

code JAV02; if you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV09. The 2-km hike is mostly easy going along the

boardwalk, with rocky terrain and steps only towards the end. The tour is not available to guests who use a

wheelchair; guests of limited mobility are requested to evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability before

taking part. Guests should bring walking sticks, good walking shoes and dress according to weather conditions.

No toilet facilities available. Even if the hike is guided, guides will not follow the guests all the time. They will be

placed at 3 stops: at the beginning of the path for an introduction about the area, midway on the boardwalk for

an introduction about Inuit culture and the ruins, and finally after the stairs for an introduction about the fiord

and the witch cliff. Guides available only in English. Guests are recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply

an insect repellent. The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the

Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 518,00 kr.

Barn:: 293,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



JAV10 - EXTENDED HIKE TO THE ICEBERGS OF

SERMERMIUT
AKTIV & EVENTYR

JAV11 - KANGIA ICEFJORD CRUISE
NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

Greenland's exceptional Arctic naturescape is the star of this half-day outing, which takes you out into the fresh

air for an energetic hike around Kangia Fjord. A shuttle bus will first take you to the old heliport, which is also

the point at which the road ends and your guided hike begins. As you hike around Kangia Fjord, soak up the

otherworldly scenery and views of icebergs rising up to 100 m out of the frigid water. With your guide relating

tales of Inuit culture and myths, you'll then cross a small pass to reach the Witches Canyon for elevated views of

the icefjord. The return route will take you past some half-concealed ruins on your way to the ship. Please note:

the tour is available on the first and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on day 1, please select

code JAV03; if you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV10. The 4.5-km hike is strenuous and mostly over

difficult terrain which may result muddy and slippery if it has rained; it can be classified a grade 4 hike.

Participants must be physically fit to take part. Guests should bring walking sticks, good trekking shoes and

dress according to weather conditions. No toilet facilities available. Guides available only in English. Guests are

recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply an insect repellent. The tour may have multiple departures

during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise

departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 893,00 kr.

Barn:: 668,00 kr.

Savour amazing views of Greenland's super-cooled landscape from a waterside perspective on a 1.5-hour boat

cruise to the mouth of Kangia Icefjord. After boarding your boat shipside, you'll head through a sea of icebergs

that are temporarily trapped by a moraine. Eventually, these huge chunks of ice break up due to pressure

building up from behind or tidal water coming in, but while they last are a truly exceptional sight. The cruise also

includes a moment during which the skipper will cut the engines at a suitable spot so you can enjoy the unique

sound of the Arctic: silence. The return cruise then wraps the outing up. Please note: the tour takes place on

boats of different capacities and is available on the first and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on

day 1, please select code JAV04; if you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV11. The captain of the boat

will provide basic information in English only. This tour is not available for guests using a wheelchair. Guests

should wear warm jacket for standing outside the boat and dress according to weather conditions. Guests are

recommended to bring a mosquito net and apply an insect repellent. The tour may have multiple departures

during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise

departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 1.418,00 kr.

Barn:: 1.343,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



JAV12 - HELICOPTER FLIGHT OVER THE ICEFJORDS
NOGET SÆRLIGT

JAV14 - KANGIA FJORD BY AIRCRAFT
NOGET SÆRLIGT

Views don't come any more spectacular than when served up from the air and this 1.5-hour outing combines a

helicopter flight over Ilulissat's icefjords plus a chance to explore on terra firma. After a short transfer to the

airport, you'll spend the first 15 minutes flying over Ilulissat's tundra landscape. You'll be able to enjoy views of

the icefjords and resident icebergs en route to a spot where the pilot can land. Spend the next half an hour

exploring on the ground, even taking a few tentative steps on the inland ice sheet. The return flight will deliver

more amazing vistas of the landscape below and ends with a turn at the end of the icefjord since it is sometimes

possible to spot pods of whales. Please note: the tour is available on the first and the second day of the call. If you

wish to take part on day 1, please select code JAV06; if you wish to take part on day 2, please select JAV12. Each

helicopter has a max. capacity of 8 guests per flight. Please note that the total weight of all passengers on the

helicopter cannot exceed 1020 kg. Guests must declare their weight on board when booking or reconfirming

their participation in the tour. The tour may be cancelled if inclement weather prevails on the day of the call. The

total duration of the flight including time on the ground is 1.5 hours. The tour may have multiple departures

during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise

departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 5.640,00 kr.

Barn:: 5.640,00 kr.

Joining this 1-hour outing will see you leave the ship and take to the skies on an aircraft to savour spectacular

aerial views of Kangia Icefjord. A brief transfer by minibus will take you to the airport, where you'll first be given

a safety briefing and issued with an active noise-reduction headset for the low-altitude flight ahead. The route

will then take you from Ilulissat over Kangia Fjord towards the moraine that is responsible for blocking the

passage of icebergs until they break up into smaller pieces. From the comfort of your window seat, you'll find

yourself savouring stupendous views of the icefjord and its huge icebergs, topped by sheets of sky-blue water

breathtaking! Keep your camera at hand throughout the flight to capture amazing vistas to share with the folks

at home. Your return to the ship finally brings the outing to a close.Please note: the tour is available on the first

and the second day of the call. If you wish to take part on day 1, please select code JAV07; if you wish to take part

on day 2, please select JAV14. Total flying time amounts to approx. 30-35 minutes. The pilot will provide basic

information in English. The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the

Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise departure time. Each aircraft can accommodate max. 5

guests. Please note that the total weight of all passengers on the helicopter cannot exceed 400 kg. The tour may

be cancelled if inclement weather prevails on the day of the call.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 3.840,00 kr.

Barn:: 3.840,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



KWL01 - KIRKWALL WALKING TOUR
BYTUR

KWL02 - ORKNEY SIGHTSEEING TOUR
NATURLIGE

UNDERVÆRKER

Kirkwall, Storbritannien

torsdag den 29. juli 2021

This walking tour offers an opportunity to explore some of the most fascinating architectural sites on the Orkney

Isles on foot. Transfer to Kirkwall town and then start at Kirkwall pier a leisurely stroll will take you through the

historical old town of Kirkwall, the Viking capital of the Orkney Islands. The magnificent 12th-century, red

sandstone cathedral of St. Magnus, known locally as the "Light of the North", is the first stop on the tour. Nearby

there are many narrow, winding streets and lanes, which have hardly altered at all over the centuries.

Afterwards, the tour continues to the ruined Bishop's Palace and then to the Earl's Palace, one of Scotland's most

elegant Renaissance buildings. The tour concludes at Tankerness House Gardens, where you will have time to

visit the museum or take a stroll around the town before returning to the ship. Please note: limited number of

guides in languages other than English. Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable, the tour will be in

English only. On special events or in case of religious celebrations, the visit to the Cathedral may be cancelled;

guides will give information outside the venue. Guests are requested to wear appropriate attire for religious

visits. This tour is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. The Museum is closed on

Sunday. The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore

Excursions' Desk for information about the precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 263,00 kr.

Barn:: 188,00 kr.

Experience a haven of wildlife, breathtaking panoramas and fascinating history during this scenic island

exploration. On leaving Kirkwall, you will head north via Finstown and the Parish of Evie to then enjoy stunning

views across Eynhallow Sound to the island of Rousay. Skirting the nearby Birsay Moors RSPB Reserve (Royal

Society for the Protection of Birds), the next stop is the sandy beach at Birsay Bay with views of the imposing

cliffs at Marwick head and, if you are lucky, you may even spot some of the seals in the bay! Travelling inland we

make our way to the "Heart of Neolithic Orkney", which was designated a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in

1999. The tour concludes by taking you along the beautiful coastline of the historical bay of Scapa Flow while

your guide relates the sort of dramatic wartime stories that have made this one of the best-known stretches of

water in the world. You will then return to Kirkwall and your ship. Please note: limited number of guides in

languages other than English. Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable, the tour will be in English

only. Wheelchair users must be accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the coach;

wheelchairs must be collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. Wheelchair users wishing

to take part in this are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk promptly once they are on board so that

arrangements can be made. The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please

contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 390,00 kr.

Barn:: 293,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



KWL03 - SAGAS, WAR STORIES & WHISKY
NOGET SÆRLIGT

KWL05 - SKARA BRAE & SKAILL HOUSE
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

The first stop on this tour is the northernmost producer of Scotch whisky, the Highland Park Distillery founded in

1798. From humble beginnings as an illicit still, Highland Park has grown from strength to strength producing its

prize-winning spirits. The guided tour of this distillery includes a brief film presentation and fittingly concludes

with 3 traditional drams. A scenic drive along Scapa Flow then follows while your guide relates wartime stories

of the time when Scapa Flow was the chief base of the British naval fleet in World Wars I and II. You will also

cross the first of the four Churchill Barriers. These causeways were built during WWII to protect Scapa Flow to

the east and connect the South Isles to the Orkney mainland. You will also visit the lovely hand-painted chapel on

the tiny island of Lamb Holm. Built by Italian prisoners of war during WWII, the chapel stands as a symbol of

peace and Orkney's enduring friendship with the soldiers from Italy. You will also have time to explore Orkney's

capital of Kirkwall, which is dominated by the magnificent 12th-century St. Magnus' Cathedral, known as the

"Light of the North". You will then return to the ship. Please note: limited number of guides in languages other

than English. Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable, the tour will be in English only. On special

events, the visit to the Italian Chapel may be cancelled. During calls falling from July to mid-August, the

production of whisky is stopped at Highland Park Distillery; guests will enjoy a short film. Guiding inside the

distillery is only in English. This tour is not suitable for guests using a wheelchair. Guests must be 18 years old to

take part in this tour. The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the

Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 690,00 kr.

Barn:: 690,00 kr.

Come and discover the beautiful west coast of Orkney's Mainland and a major prehistoric site: Skara Brae. The

scenic coach ride to this UNESCO World Heritage Site one of the best-preserved Neolithic villages in Northern

Europe that even predates Stonehenge will take you through rich farmland, rolling hills and stark moors.

Occupied from c. 3.180 B.C. to 2.500 B.C., Skara Brae remained hidden under a large knoll until a severe storm

in 1850 uncovered the outline of several roofless buildings. The collection of Skara Brae artefacts displayed at

the visitors' centre includes tools, beads, pottery and objects made of whalebone that reflect the region's tough

seafaring economy. The site still affords a good idea of how the village must once have looked, while the houses

themselves illustrate the rigours of prehistoric life. The next stop will then see you visit the nearby Skaill House,

a lovely residence built in 1620. You will also pass the great Neolithic henge called the Ring of Brodgar and the

ancient Standing Stones of Stenness, another Neolithic monument that was erected more than 5.000 years ago.

Your prehistoric tour ends with your return to the ship and all the comforts of modern life. Please note: the

number of guides in languages other than English is limited. Should a tour guide for your language be

unavailable, the tour will be in English only. This tour is not suitable for guests using a wheelchair. The walk from

the coach car park to Skara Brae and back from Skaill House is around 1 km on a fairly good path, although it is

sometimes exposed to the harsh weather. The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board,

please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 465,00 kr.

Barn:: 338,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



KWL07 - ANCIENT STANDING STONES & DRAMATIC

CLIFFS
NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

KWL09 - ISLAND DRIVE
NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

Treat yourself to an exciting tour that will take you to discover some of Orkney's natural wonders and UNESCO

World Heritage Sites from wild cliff-top seascapes to ancient stone circles set within the peaceful countryside. On

leaving the quayside in Kirkwall, your tour begins with a panoramic drive through the pastoral landscape along

the west coast of Mainland, the largest of the Orkney Islands, to reach the magnificent red sandstone cliffs of

Yesnaby. Some of the island's most spectacular scenery can be enjoyed from this vantage point high above the

rugged coastline of the Atlantic Ocean. On a clear day, the sea stack known as the "Old Man of Hoy" and even the

Scottish mainland can be seen in the distance. Continuing on to the "Heart of Neolithic Orkney" an area

designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1999 you will first pay a visit to the huge ceremonial stone circle

known as the Ring of Brodgar, which is situated on a strip of land separating Lochs Harray and Stenness that is

known as the Ness of Brodgar. This astonishing Neolithic monument is the third-largest of its kind in the British

Isles and was created roughly 4.500 years ago. Once thought to have formed a perfect circle made up of 60

stones, the 27 remaining stones are an impressive reminder of the ingenuity and endeavour of these ancient

islanders. On the return drive back to Kirkwall and your ship, you will also pass the imposing Standing Stones of

Stenness, one of the earliest henges in Britain dating back around 5.000 years. Please note: the number of guides

in languages other than English is limited. Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable, the tour will be

in English only. This tour is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. The tour may

have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for

information about the precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 413,00 kr.

Barn:: 315,00 kr.

This scenic drive takes us on leisurely exploration of Orkney, from fascinating First World War and Second World

War relics on the South Isles to remarkable West Mainland World Heritage. Discover an island haven abounding

with breathtaking vistas, captivating history and astonishing ancient wonders. Departing quayside Kirkwall, we

travel through the pastoral landscape of Orkney's East Mainland and along the southeast shore of historic Scapa

Flow, the chief base of the British naval fleet in World War I and World War II. We cross the first of the four

Churchill Barriers, causeways built during World War II to protect the eastern approaches of Scapa Flow and to

connect the South Isles to the Orkney Mainland. On the tiny island of Lamb Holm, we visit the beautifully hand-

painted Italian Chapel. Built by Italian prisoners of war during World War II, the Chapel has been preserved as a

symbol of peace and hope in times of strife, and Orkney's enduring friendship with the soldiers from Italy. We

continue to the West Mainland and into the Heart of Neolithic Orkney designated a World Heritage Site by

UNESCO in 1999, passing by the imposing Standing Stones of Stenness. Dating back more than 5.000 years, this

archaeological treasure is one of the earliest stone circles in Britain. We then follow the northwest coastline of

historic Scapa Flow while our guide regales us with dramatic wartime stories which make this one of the best-

known natural harbours in the world. Finally, we return to our ship at Kirkwall. Please note: the number of guides

in languages other than English is limited. Should a tour guide for your language be unavailable, the tour will be

in English only. Wheelchair users must be accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the

coach; wheelchairs must be collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. Wheelchair users

wishing to take part in this are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk promptly once they are on board

so that arrangements can be made. The tour may have multiple departures during the day. Once on board, please

contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about the precise departure time.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 390,00 kr.

Barn:: 293,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



KWL11 - WIDEFORD HILL HIKE

 

AKTIV & EVENTYR

KWL12 - STROMNESS EXPRESS
BYTUR

Hike to the summit of Wideford Hill and experience unforgettable splendid views of the surrounding landscape

and islands. Leaving from the pier on foot, we start our 8.3-mile hike to the summit of Wideford Hill (1.010 ft.),

via Hatston, once known as HMS Sparrowhawk, the first WWII airfield to be built in Orkney, operational when

war broke out in 1939. Passing the old DNKse harbour and then Pickaquoy sports centre, the hike then climbs

through Muddisdale towards Wideford Hill. As we make our way up towards the summit we enjoy views first over

Scapa Flow to the south and then, at the summit, over Orkneys DNKth Isles a view nothing short of spectacular.

Our ship, the town of Kirkwall and the Peedie Sea are also visible and our guide will recount the fascinating

history of Orkneys DNKse era and the saga of St. Magnus. Our return takes us into the centre of Kirkwall, where

well finish on the steps of St. Magnus Cathedral, the magnificent 12th century red sandstone cathedral founded

in 1137 by the Viking, Earl Rognvald. We can continue to explore at our own leisure or return directly to the pier

by shuttle. Please note: this tour is considered to be unsuitable for guests with walking problems; stout walking

shoes are recommended. Guides available only in DNKlish.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 390,00 kr.

Barn:: 293,00 kr.

Take a few hours to discover the second largest town on Orkney Stromness and the island's pretty countryside on

this appealing half-day outing. You can savour first views of Orkney's verdant landscape on a 30-minute coach

ride to Stromness, during which you'll also pass the Ring of Brodgar and the Standing Stones of Stenness two

impressive Neolithic stone circles. Once in town, you can join an optional 10-minute guided walk before then

exploring the town at your leisure on your own. Must-sees include buildings with their own pier, Stromness

Museum, the collection of 20th-century art at the Pier Arts Centre as well as local shops, cafés and restaurants.

The 40-minute return drive to the ship will then deliver views of Scapa Flow, a naturally sheltered harbour that

played a key role in both world wars. Please note: tour guides speak only English. Wheelchair users must be

accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the coach; wheelchairs must be

collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. Wheelchair users wishing to take part in this

are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk promptly once they are on board so that arrangements can

be made. The admission fee to Stromness Museum and the Pier Arts Centre is not included in the price of the

tour.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 315,00 kr.

Barn:: 240,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



COP01D - CITY TOUR ending at the airport
BYTUR

COP01T - CITY TOUR
BYTUR

København, Danmark

lørdag den 31. juli 2021

Leave the port for a pleasant few hours touring through the Danish capital, taking in the key places of interest on

the way. After a photo stop at the Little Mermaid, Copenhagen's most iconic landmark, you will then board a

modern coach for a drive past Gefion Fountain en route to the splendid Amalienborg Palace, the Danish Royal

Family's winter residence, where another brief stop is scheduled. Continue your guided drive passing the

colourful district of Nyhavn on your way to Tivoli Gardens, Copenhagen's famous amusement park, where you

will be given free time to enjoy at leisure. Your tour concludes with a coach drive to the port.Please note: If you

do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP01T; if you disembark,

have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP01D. The tour ends at the airport only for

disembarking guests; in this case, the tour duration also includes the time to reach the airport. Wheelchair users

must be accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the coach; wheelchairs must be

collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. Wheelchair users wishing to take part in this

are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk promptly once they are on board so that arrangements can

be made.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 540,00 kr.

Barn:: 390,00 kr.

Leave the port for a pleasant few hours touring through the Danish capital, taking in the key places of interest on

the way. After a photo stop at the Little Mermaid, Copenhagen's most iconic landmark, you will then board a

modern coach for a drive past Gefion Fountain en route to the splendid Amalienborg Palace, the Danish Royal

Family's winter residence, where another brief stop is scheduled. Continue your guided drive passing the

colourful district of Nyhavn on your way to Tivoli Gardens, Copenhagen's famous amusement park, where you

will be given free time to enjoy at leisure. Your tour concludes with a coach drive to the port.Please note: If you

do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP01T; if you disembark,

have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP01D. The tour ends at the airport only for

disembarking guests; in this case, the tour duration also includes the time to reach the airport. Wheelchair users

must be accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the coach; wheelchairs must be

collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. Wheelchair users wishing to take part in this

are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk promptly once they are on board so that arrangements can

be made.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 465,00 kr.

Barn:: 338,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



COP02D - DRAGØR VILLAGE & COPENHAGEN

SIGHTSEEING

 

NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

COP02T - DRAGØR VILLAGE & COPENHAGEN

SIGHTSEEING

 

NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

COP03D - CHRISTIANSBORG PALACE &

COPENHAGEN SIGHTSEEING TOUR
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

Discover Copenhagen and the neighbouring town of Dragør on this enjoyable sightseeing tour, which begins with

the main attractions of lovely Copenhagen, the Danish capital, with a first stop at the Little Mermaid,

Copenhagens most iconic landmark. Other places of interest include the stock exchange building and the vibrant

canal-side Nyhavn district. After leaving the city, a coach will then take you on an approx. 30-minute drive to

Dragør, giving you a chance to get a look at the bridge that connects Denmark with Sweden. Known for its many

preserved historical buildings, the old part of Dragør town forms a labyrinth of picturesque alleyways, cobbled

streets and traditional brightly painted Danish houses. A drink and a delicious Danish pastry round off your trip

to this charming old seafaring town. Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to

take part, please select code COP02T; if you disembark, have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please

select COP02D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to

reach the airport. As the tour involves long periods of walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with

walking difficulties or using a wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 518,00 kr.

Barn:: 368,00 kr.

Discover Copenhagen and the neighbouring town of Dragør on this enjoyable sightseeing tour, which begins with

the main attractions of lovely Copenhagen, the Danish capital, with a first stop at the Little Mermaid,

Copenhagens most iconic landmark. Other places of interest include the stock exchange building and the vibrant

canal-side Nyhavn district. After leaving the city, a coach will then take you on an approx. 30-minute drive to

Dragør, giving you a chance to get a look at the bridge that connects Denmark with Sweden. Known for its many

preserved historical buildings, the old part of Dragør town forms a labyrinth of picturesque alleyways, cobbled

streets and traditional brightly painted Danish houses. A drink and a delicious Danish pastry round off your trip

to this charming old seafaring town. Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to

take part, please select code COP02T; if you disembark, have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please

select COP02D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to

reach the airport. As the tour involves long periods of walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with

walking difficulties or using a wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 465,00 kr.

Barn:: 315,00 kr.

Discover the beauty of Copenhagen on this enjoyable excursion that combines sightseeing with a visit to one of

the citys most important locations: Christiansborg Palace on the islet of Slotsholmen in the city centre. The

complex was rebuilt three times over the years and also claims a unique status in the world as the only building

to house all three supreme powers of a country at once: the parliament, the prime ministers office and the

supreme court. Some parts of the palace continue to be used by the Danish royal family as well. The sightseeing

leg of the tour, which will take you to see the Little Mermaid, Amalienborg Palace, the Church of Holmen,

Rosenborg Castle, the Old Stock Exchange and Tivoli Park, follows a guided tour of the palaces richly adorned

royal reception rooms and halls. Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take

part, please select code COP03T; if you disembark, have flights after 15:00 hrs and wish to take part, please

select COP03D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to

reach the airport. As the tour involves long periods of walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with

walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. Only cameras without a flash allowed inside Christiansborg Palace. The

visit to Christiansborg Palace will be external and may be omitted in case the Royal Family visits to the Palace.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 540,00 kr.

Barn:: 390,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



COP03T - CHRISTIANSBORG PALACE & COPENHAGEN

SIGHTSEEING TOUR
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

COP04T - ONE DAY IN COPENHAGEN
BYTUR

COP13D - ROSENBORG CASTLE, CITY DRIVE &

SHOPPING
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

Discover the beauty of Copenhagen on this enjoyable excursion that combines sightseeing with a visit to one of

the citys most important locations: Christiansborg Palace on the islet of Slotsholmen in the city centre. The

complex was rebuilt three times over the years and also claims a unique status in the world as the only building

to house all three supreme powers of a country at once: the parliament, the prime ministers office and the

supreme court. Some parts of the palace continue to be used by the Danish royal family as well. The sightseeing

leg of the tour, which will take you to see the Little Mermaid, Amalienborg Palace, the Church of Holmen,

Rosenborg Castle, the Old Stock Exchange and Tivoli Park, follows a guided tour of the palaces richly adorned

royal reception rooms and halls. Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take

part, please select code COP03T; if you disembark, have flights after 15:00 hrs and wish to take part, please

select COP03D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to

reach the airport. As the tour involves long periods of walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with

walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. Only cameras without a flash allowed inside Christiansborg Palace. The

visit to Christiansborg Palace will be external and may be omitted in case the Royal Family visits to the Palace.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 488,00 kr.

Barn:: 338,00 kr.

Leave the port for a comprehensive tour of the Danish capital that will take you past the main points of interest.

Enjoy a photo stop at the Little Mermaid before proceeding with a second stop at Amalienborg Palace, the winter

residence of the Danish Royal Family. The tour continues with a visit to Christiansborg Palace for a chance to

view the lavish royal reception rooms and halls. The palace complex was actually rebuilt three times in the

course of its history. Next up is Copenhagen's Tivoli, the famous amusement park and pleasure gardens in the

middle of the city. There will be time for you to enjoy the entertaining park, have a spot of lunch (not included in

the price of the tour) or go shopping. Before returning to the ship, the tour will include a scenic boat trip around

Copenhagen's canal system, giving you a chance to discover the cityscape from a wholly new perspective.Please

note: this excursion is only guests who do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and is not suitable for guests

with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. Only cameras without a flash allowed inside Christiansborg

Palace. The visit to Christiansborg Palace will be external and may be omitted in case the Royal Family visits to

the Palace.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 765,00 kr.

Barn:: 563,00 kr.

Rosenborg Castle is set in tranquil green parkland and was designed and built in the XVII century by King

Christian IV who used the Castle as his summer palace. Your visit will include the beautiful display rooms that

highlight treasures such as the Royal Crown Jewels and "objets d'art". Our excursion will continue with a city

drive around the major sights such as the King's New Square, The Royal Theater and Nyhavn. En route, you will

pass in front of Amalienborg Palace, the queen's winter residence and where you will have a short break. Your

next stop is Stroget, a long pedestrian shopping street and Copenhagen's most famous and dynamic main street.

Your guide will tell you about pick up and departure points back to the port and then you are free to shop and

explore at your leisure.Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please

select code COP13T; if you disembark, have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP13D.

The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to reach the airport.

This tour is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 540,00 kr.

Barn:: 375,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



COP13T - ROSENBORG CASTLE, CITY DRIVE &

SHOPPING
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

COP15D - CITY HARBOUR CRUISE
NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

COP15T - CITY HARBOUR CRUISE
NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

Rosenborg Castle is set in tranquil green parkland and was designed and built in the XVII century by King

Christian IV who used the Castle as his summer palace. Your visit will include the beautiful display rooms that

highlight treasures such as the Royal Crown Jewels and "objets d'art". Our excursion will continue with a city

drive around the major sights such as the King's New Square, The Royal Theater and Nyhavn. En route, you will

pass in front of Amalienborg Palace, the queen's winter residence and where you will have a short break. Your

next stop is Stroget, a long pedestrian shopping street and Copenhagen's most famous and dynamic main street.

Your guide will tell you about pick up and departure points back to the port and then you are free to shop and

explore at your leisure.Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please

select code COP13T; if you disembark, have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP13D.

The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to reach the airport.

This tour is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 465,00 kr.

Barn:: 315,00 kr.

We will leave the pier for a short sightseeing tour through the city's key sights. We will admire the vibrant

waterfront district of Nyhavn, once a favourite haunt for sailors and today a charming area lined with 400-year-

old gabled houses, pavement café and bars. Next, admire other major iconic spots including the Little Mermaid,

Amalienborg Palace, the Opera House and the picturesque canal district of Christianshavn, also known as Little

Amsterdam due to its canals adorned with colourful houses.Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in

Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP15T; if you disembark, have flights after 15:00 hrs and

wish to take part, please select COP15D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration

also includes the time to reach the airport. This tour is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a

wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 518,00 kr.

Barn:: 368,00 kr.

We will leave the pier for a short sightseeing tour through the city's key sights. We will admire the vibrant

waterfront district of Nyhavn, once a favourite haunt for sailors and today a charming area lined with 400-year-

old gabled houses, pavement café and bars. Next, admire other major iconic spots including the Little Mermaid,

Amalienborg Palace, the Opera House and the picturesque canal district of Christianshavn, also known as Little

Amsterdam due to its canals adorned with colourful houses.Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in

Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP15T; if you disembark, have flights after 15:00 hrs and

wish to take part, please select COP15D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration

also includes the time to reach the airport. This tour is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a

wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 488,00 kr.

Barn:: 338,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



COP20D - A GLIMPSE OF COPENHAGEN & THE

FREETOWN OF CHRISTIANIA

 

BYTUR

COP20T - A GLIMPSE OF COPENHAGEN & THE

FREETOWN OF CHRISTIANIA

 

BYTUR

This enjoyable half-day sightseeing tour introduces you to the Danish capital before proceeding to the fascinating

freetown" of Christiania. The route starts with a photo stop at the famous statue of Hans Christian Andersens

Little Mermaid. Next up is the Gefion Fountain, which represents the mythical creation of the island of Zealand,

on which Copenhagen is located. After a photo stop at Amalienborg Palace, the Danish Royal Familys winter

residence, the tour continues to the freetown of Christiania, a self-proclaimed autonomous anarchist district of

about 1,000 residents within Copenhagen. Christiania has been a source of controversy since its creation in 1971

in a squatted military area. Here you will have around 1 hour to explore on your own. Your guide will join you on

the inside visit and will be waiting for you at the agreed meeting-point, but local regulations prevent him from

actually guiding you! The tour ends with your return to the port. Please note: As the tour involves long periods of

walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. If you do

not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP20T; if you disembark, have

flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP20D. The tour ends at the airport only for

disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to reach the airport. It is forbidden to take pictures of

people, sellers and shops.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 488,00 kr.

Barn:: 338,00 kr.

This enjoyable half-day sightseeing tour introduces you to the Danish capital before proceeding to the fascinating

freetown" of Christiania. The route starts with a photo stop at the famous statue of Hans Christian Andersens

Little Mermaid. Next up is the Gefion Fountain, which represents the mythical creation of the island of Zealand,

on which Copenhagen is located. After a photo stop at Amalienborg Palace, the Danish Royal Familys winter

residence, the tour continues to the freetown of Christiania, a self-proclaimed autonomous anarchist district of

about 1,000 residents within Copenhagen. Christiania has been a source of controversy since its creation in 1971

in a squatted military area. Here you will have around 1 hour to explore on your own. Your guide will join you on

the inside visit and will be waiting for you at the agreed meeting-point, but local regulations prevent him from

actually guiding you! The tour ends with your return to the port. Please note: As the tour involves long periods of

walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. If you do

not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP20T; if you disembark, have

flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP20D. The tour ends at the airport only for

disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to reach the airport. It is forbidden to take pictures of

people, sellers and shops.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 443,00 kr.

Barn:: 293,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



COP22T - PROTECTOURS: SUSTAINABLE

COPENHAGEN VISIT TO ØSTERGRO ROOFTOP FARM

& WALK

NOGET SÆRLIGT

COP01D - CITY TOUR ending at the airport
BYTUR

COP02D - DRAGØR VILLAGE & COPENHAGEN

SIGHTSEEING

 

NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

This eco-adventure begins with a visit to an urban rooftop gym in the newly developed Nordhavn area, before

moving to Saint Kjled's Square for an introduction to Copenhagen's Climate-Resilient Neighbourhood, a beacon

for how Denmark creates the climate-change-adapted urban spaces of the future. Next up is a guided visit to

ØsterGRO, the first rooftop farm in Denmark, established in 2014 on top of an old car-auction house in the heart

of the Climate-Resilient Neighbourhood. The farm covers 600 m² with fields of organic vegetables, herbs and

edible flowers, a greenhouse, a henhouse and 3 beehives, selling its produce to 40 members who each pay for a

share of the harvest. Your tour continues to The Wave an urban hangout at the former industrial harbour, where

you can enjoy a guided walk along the capital's waterfront, all the way to the sustainable Royal Playhouse with its

new drainage system. Finally, enjoy some free time around the Nyhavn area before your transfer back to the

pier.Please note: this tour is available for guests who do not embark or disembark in Copenhagen. It is unsuitable

for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 668,00 kr.

Barn:: 593,00 kr.

Leave the port for a pleasant few hours touring through the Danish capital, taking in the key places of interest on

the way. After a photo stop at the Little Mermaid, Copenhagen's most iconic landmark, you will then board a

modern coach for a drive past Gefion Fountain en route to the splendid Amalienborg Palace, the Danish Royal

Family's winter residence, where another brief stop is scheduled. Continue your guided drive passing the

colourful district of Nyhavn on your way to Tivoli Gardens, Copenhagen's famous amusement park, where you

will be given free time to enjoy at leisure. Your tour concludes with a coach drive to the port.Please note: If you

do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP01T; if you disembark,

have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP01D. The tour ends at the airport only for

disembarking guests; in this case, the tour duration also includes the time to reach the airport. Wheelchair users

must be accompanied by a paying helper to aid with getting on and off the coach; wheelchairs must be

collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. Wheelchair users wishing to take part in this

are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk promptly once they are on board so that arrangements can

be made.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 540,00 kr.

Barn:: 390,00 kr.

Discover Copenhagen and the neighbouring town of Dragør on this enjoyable sightseeing tour, which begins with

the main attractions of lovely Copenhagen, the Danish capital, with a first stop at the Little Mermaid,

Copenhagens most iconic landmark. Other places of interest include the stock exchange building and the vibrant

canal-side Nyhavn district. After leaving the city, a coach will then take you on an approx. 30-minute drive to

Dragør, giving you a chance to get a look at the bridge that connects Denmark with Sweden. Known for its many

preserved historical buildings, the old part of Dragør town forms a labyrinth of picturesque alleyways, cobbled

streets and traditional brightly painted Danish houses. A drink and a delicious Danish pastry round off your trip

to this charming old seafaring town. Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to

take part, please select code COP02T; if you disembark, have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please

select COP02D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to

reach the airport. As the tour involves long periods of walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with

walking difficulties or using a wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 518,00 kr.

Barn:: 368,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



COP03D - CHRISTIANSBORG PALACE &

COPENHAGEN SIGHTSEEING TOUR
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

COP13D - ROSENBORG CASTLE, CITY DRIVE &

SHOPPING
KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

COP15D - CITY HARBOUR CRUISE
NATURSKØNNE

VEJE

Discover the beauty of Copenhagen on this enjoyable excursion that combines sightseeing with a visit to one of

the citys most important locations: Christiansborg Palace on the islet of Slotsholmen in the city centre. The

complex was rebuilt three times over the years and also claims a unique status in the world as the only building

to house all three supreme powers of a country at once: the parliament, the prime ministers office and the

supreme court. Some parts of the palace continue to be used by the Danish royal family as well. The sightseeing

leg of the tour, which will take you to see the Little Mermaid, Amalienborg Palace, the Church of Holmen,

Rosenborg Castle, the Old Stock Exchange and Tivoli Park, follows a guided tour of the palaces richly adorned

royal reception rooms and halls. Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take

part, please select code COP03T; if you disembark, have flights after 15:00 hrs and wish to take part, please

select COP03D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to

reach the airport. As the tour involves long periods of walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with

walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. Only cameras without a flash allowed inside Christiansborg Palace. The

visit to Christiansborg Palace will be external and may be omitted in case the Royal Family visits to the Palace.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 540,00 kr.

Barn:: 390,00 kr.

Rosenborg Castle is set in tranquil green parkland and was designed and built in the XVII century by King

Christian IV who used the Castle as his summer palace. Your visit will include the beautiful display rooms that

highlight treasures such as the Royal Crown Jewels and "objets d'art". Our excursion will continue with a city

drive around the major sights such as the King's New Square, The Royal Theater and Nyhavn. En route, you will

pass in front of Amalienborg Palace, the queen's winter residence and where you will have a short break. Your

next stop is Stroget, a long pedestrian shopping street and Copenhagen's most famous and dynamic main street.

Your guide will tell you about pick up and departure points back to the port and then you are free to shop and

explore at your leisure.Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please

select code COP13T; if you disembark, have flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP13D.

The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to reach the airport.

This tour is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 540,00 kr.

Barn:: 375,00 kr.

We will leave the pier for a short sightseeing tour through the city's key sights. We will admire the vibrant

waterfront district of Nyhavn, once a favourite haunt for sailors and today a charming area lined with 400-year-

old gabled houses, pavement café and bars. Next, admire other major iconic spots including the Little Mermaid,

Amalienborg Palace, the Opera House and the picturesque canal district of Christianshavn, also known as Little

Amsterdam due to its canals adorned with colourful houses.Please note: If you do not embark/disembark in

Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP15T; if you disembark, have flights after 15:00 hrs and

wish to take part, please select COP15D. The tour ends at the airport only for disembarking guests; its duration

also includes the time to reach the airport. This tour is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a

wheelchair.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 518,00 kr.

Barn:: 368,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk



COP20D - A GLIMPSE OF COPENHAGEN & THE

FREETOWN OF CHRISTIANIA

 

BYTUR

This enjoyable half-day sightseeing tour introduces you to the Danish capital before proceeding to the fascinating

freetown" of Christiania. The route starts with a photo stop at the famous statue of Hans Christian Andersens

Little Mermaid. Next up is the Gefion Fountain, which represents the mythical creation of the island of Zealand,

on which Copenhagen is located. After a photo stop at Amalienborg Palace, the Danish Royal Familys winter

residence, the tour continues to the freetown of Christiania, a self-proclaimed autonomous anarchist district of

about 1,000 residents within Copenhagen. Christiania has been a source of controversy since its creation in 1971

in a squatted military area. Here you will have around 1 hour to explore on your own. Your guide will join you on

the inside visit and will be waiting for you at the agreed meeting-point, but local regulations prevent him from

actually guiding you! The tour ends with your return to the port. Please note: As the tour involves long periods of

walking on uneven ground, it is not suitable for guests with walking difficulties or using a wheelchair. If you do

not embark/disembark in Copenhagen and wish to take part, please select code COP20T; if you disembark, have

flights after 16:30 hrs and wish to take part, please select COP20D. The tour ends at the airport only for

disembarking guests; its duration also includes the time to reach the airport. It is forbidden to take pictures of

people, sellers and shops.

Pris pr. Person

Vosken:: 488,00 kr.

Barn:: 338,00 kr.

www.msccruises.dk
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TITLE

Tag børnene med på en opdagelsestur med et program, særligt udformet til børn.

Den perfekte familieudflugt.

CITY TOUR

Udforsk byens centrum med en guidet tur og nyd det lokale landskab med en

behagelig busstur.

KULTUR OG

HISTORIE

Lær alt om destinationens lokale kultur og historie, besøg de største seværdigheder

og få en guidet tur de vigtige steder. En ideel måde for at lære mere om

destinationen.

SMUK UDSIGT

Smuk udsigt Betragt din destination i fuldstændig komfort med en bekvem

busudflugt, som kører dig til de bedste udsigtspunkter og besøger de mest

interessante steder på rejsemålet. Oplev verdenen på en afslappet måde.

AKTIVITETER

OG EVENTYR

Gå i land på jagt efter eventyr! Muligheder for sport og sjov varierer fra vandring og

snorkling til kajak- og strandudflugter.

NATURENS

VIDUNDER

Nyd spektakulære landskaber og oplev destinationens flora og fauna. Dette er din

billet til at opleve naturens mirakler!

NOGET

SÆRLIGT

Brug tid på dine interesser på nye steder! Der er en verden af glæder og passioner,

der kan udforskes, fra gastronomiske rejser og guidede shoppingture til besøg på

religiøse steder.

?HAV & SOL

Hav & Sol Udforsk det spektakulære landskab og oplev destinationens fascinerende

flora og fauna.

www.msccruises.dk


